YOUTH PARLIAMENT PAKISTAN
OFFICIAL DEBATES
Friday, April 26, 2013
The Youth Parliament met in the Margalla Hotel Hall Islamabad at Ten in the morning
with Madam Deputy Speaker (Miss Aseella Shamim Haq) in the Chair.
------------------Recitation from the Holy Quran
Madam Speaker: There is a calling attention notice on the name of honourable Arslan Ali
and honourable Ejaz Sarwar.
Mr. Ejaz Sarwar: Thank you Madam Speaker. I beg to move that “this house calls the
attention of the yesterday’s deadly attack on the meeting in Momenabad, Karachi which caused
loss of human life”.
 ﮨﮯJ رﮨO ﮯQDJA ہR ہSTUD ﮍاX ﮯA YA Z>?[  رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟO YR=] elections ہG  ﮨﮯJKL MG پO !=>?@A ?ﮉمD
hit MG ںM?رﭨJL صMgnD رopﮯ اG نJh cbO rور اور ڈJ_L ،ﭩہbMG ،cd=اG Jً fMgh ﮩ=وںk روںJd ہG
MG تJX  اسyDM>z ہG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮨJd Jp{ دYpJt  اسattention cG ؤسJ=ف ﮨf x ﮨﮯ اور ﮨJ رﮨJt J?G
ﮯG تJXJnKpﮩ?ﮟ اG ہR M ﮯKGﮩ?ﮟ رp ہR =ں ﮯاور اMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp attacks ﮯG xU] ﮦ اسoQbO ہG =ےG ensure
ہ۔R=>k ۔c ﮯb=واG =L elections time ہ وﮦG =ےG ensure MG تJX  اسyDM>z ﮯ۔QX ہp JX JG delay
Madam Speaker: Mr. Hazrat Wali Kakar, youth interior minister of kashmir affairs, gilgit
baltistan and fata would like to present the report concerning the role of youth in upcoming
elections going to be held on 11th may, 2013 with valuable suggestions and encouraging the
youth to educate the people about the importance of vote. yes, mohterim wali kakar sahib.
Mr. Hazrat Wali Kakar: this report concerning the role of youth about upcoming election
11th may, 2013.
MG رٹML?=ا اس رD ﮨ?ﮯ۔Jd JpM ﮨJ?G role JG youth ?ﮟD  اسM  رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟO elections ہG  ﮨﮯJKL ﮨ?ﮟ
رےJﮯ ﮨA youth parliament ہG ﮯU?t ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮨJd J?G y] اس وxہ ﮨG ہ ﮨﮯR ogD JG ﮯp=G present
most of the youth of the country they ہG JﮩG ﮯbMﮯ ﮨJKXMG cA cX cX ﮯp SD نJ_R ذyA دوRا
Rہ اR ہG JﮩG ہR ﮯp  اسM are forced to worship according to the sharia instead of democracy.
تJX ۔ اسMﮯ ﮨK>A =G ﮩ?ﮟp impose ہR =L MR cG نJKUGJL رےJA پO ہG  ﮨﮯview JG ںMM[ ﮯG =وپ
why we are going to favour dictatorship and sharia ہG J J?G سMUD ﮯp ?ﮟD ﮯbMﮯ ﮨK>R دMG
?L ?ﮟD ؤسJﮯ ﮨA?ﮟ اD ہG J?G ﮯ ارادﮦp ?ﮟD ﮯbMﮯ ﮨK>R دMG ?وںd  انinstead of democracy

MG ?وںd Z? ?ﮟD رےJX ﮯG ?d ﮯ اسp ?ﮟD ہ د{ؤں۔tM ?ﮟD رےJX  اسMG ؤسJرے ﮨJA =وں اورG
free and fair election, maximum turn out, constraint to discourage the illegal ہG J J?G ٹMp
YA means on the police station, the confidence building about the politics through casting votes.
JpMہ ﮨR the role of youth about the importance of casting votes ہGJ JﮩG ہR ﮯp ?ﮟD ﮯSﮩL ﮯA
in the upcoming elections for cﮯ دﮨb راz ہG ﮯbJt J?G educate ?ﮟD رےJX  اسMG ںMM[ ہG ﮨ?ﮯJd
ﮩ?ﮟp c ﮨS ﮯA democracy y] اس وJG ںMM[ ﮯA yﮩX  ﮨﮯ۔y? اﮨJ?G cG the democratic system
MG dictatorship and sharia ﮯp ںMM[ ﮯA yﮩX ?ﮟD Zt c cbM? ﮨL report R اrecently ﮨﮯ۔
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ہ اسR ﮩ?ﮟ ﮯ۔p JA ﮯp xﮯ ﮨUt ت ﮨﮯJX cUpMG  وﮦas compared to democracyJ J?G favour
?ﮟD لJ?h ?=ےD  ﮨ?ﮟyouth parliamentarians Mt ، ﮨﮯyouth social activist Mt ہG ت ﮨﮯJX cG =ح
?L ?ﮟD report house ہR ?ﮟD ہG J J?G سMUD ﮯp ?ﮟD ﮯA  اس،J?G ﮩ?ﮟp  اداrole JQLﮯ اp ںMM[ ان
ہG = دوںG ensure ہR MG ںMM[ oX ﮯG =وں اور اسG
democracy is the best form of government. First, youth should be present on the police station as
a keen observer for the maintenance of free and fair election. They should educate the common
people of what the morality and moral value of the unfair election. The youth during interactive
conference about the maximum turn out should educate the people as well about the significance
of free and fair election. The youth should inform the respective police station immediately if
there is use of weapon on the police station. The youth should actively participate in the program
of ecp. The students should be on the police station as watching dog about the assurance of free
and fair elections.
ﮯK>A =G maintain  =حG free and fair election xہ ﮨG ہ ﮨﮯR ogD ?=اD ?ﮟD statement اب اس
ہR M x ﮨto achieve maximum turn out ﮨﮯsecond point ?=اD ﮨ?ﮯ۔Jd JpM ﮨJ?G role راJ ﮨas a youthﮨ?ﮟ
Mﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp turn out راJ ﮨZ>?[  ﮨﮯJ رﮨO MR JQ ا، ﮨﮯ60% or 30% MR cG نJKUGJL ہG = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG تJX
ensure MG turn out rرJ ﮨMt ﮨ?ﮯJd JpJ اﭨstep J?G MG yDM>z ﮯbMﮯ ﮨK>R دMG ?d  ﮨﮯ۔ اسJرﮨ

ﮯSﮩL ﮯA YA =ے۔G
The youth get individually, play his role being a political activist with any political party
according to his/her own wish because the youth is medium of change and as well the youth is
considering the leader of tomorrow of his country. So, it means the positive political activism is
necessary for affecting the common people in the process of casting votes. Youth particularly the
university students should encourage their political fellows to play their role in elections being an
asset of this country. The youth should campaign from low level to high level means from
institution to outside the society about the importance of youth votes. Youth should arrange the
corner meetings at the different level to aware the people about the power of votes. The world is
global village means the most of the people using the social network on daily bases. Therefore, it
is necessary to campaign about the different on the different social media network like facebook, twitter to aware the people about the importance of change through casting votes. The
youth should work with students’ wings of the different political parties to encourage the people
to cast their votes on the polling day. The youth should write a letter to editors into different
national history about the power of votes and should also right blogs in this regards. The youth
should arrange the interactive conference with the collaboration of election commission of
Pakistan about the value of casting votes.
social media use x ﮨ، ﮨﮯcK>A =G J?G MR =L ?ﭩA ہ اسG J اM ﮨJﮩG ہR =L ?ﭩA ﮯ اسp ?ﮟD ?ﮟD اس
،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟK>A QﮩL  =وںA= دوG d campaign cQL اxﮯ ﮨRﮯ ذرG =ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اور اسG
campaign to discourage the illegal means on the polling stations. the campaign should be
launched about the positivity and also discourage the illegal means on the polling station or in
every constituency. Anyone candidate is using the illegal means on the polling station, youth
should immediate inform the concerned branch of election commission of Pakistan. There are so
rules which prescribe by the election of Pakistan for the political parties and candidate to use
Islamic tactics are strictly prohibited during the campaign of election. Therefore, if the religious
parties are using such tactics to exploit the sentiments of common people, then you should
complain about it to ecp. The candidates are buying people on the day of polling with the cash
amount. So, the youth should complain about this immoral act of the candidate to cep on the spot
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immediately. If the candidates are using any kind of illegal means, harnessing another youth
means, so the youth should launch the campaign against it without hesitation.
Madam Speaker: Please summarize it.
Mr. Hazart wali kakar: Madam, more minutes i have to read all this.
Madam Speaker: The public confidence building about the politics through casting votes.
ہG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮩG پO Yt =ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔G ﮩ?ﮟp c ﮨbelieve =L politics گM[ ہG ہ ﮨﮯR  ا[?ہR اJG SD رےJﮨ
?d  اسZ>?[ M= رﮨﮯ ﮨG مJG S yﮩX x ہG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKA ہR گM[ ہR M  ﮨ?ﮟJKﮨJd JpJt ?ﮟD politics ?ﮟD
pakistan is facing the worst situation in its history, the ۔J M ﮨchange YG ہRرا روJ?ﮟ ﮨD رےJX ﮯG
current view of terrorism, bomb blasting in the country as a whole. Parse the election campaign
of the various political parties are also disturbed with threat to these political parties. Secondly,
the last democratic government did not deliver the best as the people are expecting from the
elected government. There are many factors which may de-track the mass about the politics and
casting votes but above it there are two main factors. Therefore, the common people are losing
hopes in election even considering politics is a dirty game. The youth should educate the
common people about the real importance of representation of masses. The youth student should
pay active participation in the elections which may attract the common people to trust upon the
politics and change by casting votes. The youth should educate the people about the elected
government which can build the confidence of masses about casting votes.
MG تJX  اسZ>?[ ںM ﮨJ رﮨM= ﮨG xKh ?ﮟD cX ﮨﮯ اور اcG kMG cG ﮯp=G summarize ﮯAﮯ اp ?ﮟD
as a ?ﮟD ہG ںM ﮨJل [ﮯ رﮨJ¡D cQL=ف اf ?ﮟD ، ﮨﮯcKQX responsibility ہR cG YA xﮯ ﮨbMﮯ ﮨK>Rد
ہR ﮯA YA ہR ?ﮟD ں۔M ﮨJ رﮨJt ﮩ?ﮟp ﮯp=G cast ﮯ [?ﮯG Z_>?[ اZ>?[ ںM ﮨJ رﮨJ¢[ M =ےp youth
60 to 70% ﮯA ?ﮟD xہ ﮨG ہ ﮨﮯR o?D اr=?D Z>?[ ںM ﮨJKﮨJd JpJt ﮯ [?ﮯG ہ ﮨ?ﮟ اسG ںM ﮨJ=G request
xہ ﮨG  ﮨﮯmoral responsibility rرJہ ﮨR >ہ¤t  رﮨﮯJt ﮩ?ﮟp ﮯQ[ ڈاvote ?ﮟD constituency cQLگ اM[
?ﮟbJt M ﮯ [?ﮯG ﮯp=G cast ﮯQL اfirst of all x ﮨM  رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟJt ﮯ [?ﮯG as a medium change =ا
@?>=۔A ?ﮉمD ہR=>k ﮯ۔bJt J?G educate ?ﮟD رےJX  اسcX MG =وںA= دوL اور
Madam Speaker: Thank you mohterm wali kakar sahib. Mohterm adnan saeed-uzam
siddique, youth minister for law, parliamentary affairs and human rights is to introduce
government bill on witness protection and rehabilitation. He is not present. He will move it later
on. next item, mr. kashif ali, mr. arsalan ali, miss serwat waqar, mr. ijaz sarwar, miss memna
naeem are to introduce the minorities protection bill.
Mr. Kashif Ali: thank you Madam Speaker. The purpose of this bill is to make provisions
for protection of religious minorities in Pakistan and i would just read the statement of objectives
and reasons first. Pakistan is the second most populous Muslim majority country in the world
with the population approximates 180 million. It consists 95 to 96% of homogenous population,
80% comprise semi Muslims and 20% shia muslims. Pakistan is also home to multiple religious
communities. These religious minorities which comprise the remaining of 4 to 5% of Pakistan
population include Christians, Hindus, ahmedis and many others. Historically the religious
minorities in Pakistan have been subjected to religious harassment and institutionalized
discrimination and form of repugnant amendments and ordinances in the constitution of
Pakistan. While at present the situation of religious minority living in Pakistan remains
exceedingly poor. it is indispensable that adequate protective measures be taken to protect and
prevent pakistan’s non-religious minorities and promote a vision pluralistic society as
vehemently articulated by country founding fathers. This entails constitutional framework. The
above listed amendments which i am going to read. The bill basically proposes pak polling.
(Reading from the written material)
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I am very thankful to the government party because they brought their report on
minorities’ protection bill yesterday and i had a look on it yesterday night. It is a very
comprehensive report prepared by asadullah chatta. i really appreciate them for that and i wish to
move forward. So, this is a bill we recommend it to be proposed to the parliamentary committee.
Thank you.
Madam Speaker: The bill is referred to the parliamentary committee for law. Mr. Adnan
Saeed-u-Zaman: witness protection and rehabilitation.
Mr. Adnan Saeed-u-Zaman: the witness protection and rehabilitation bill would be
introduced on the floor but before i would like to explain to the house that what exactly it is
about. The extremism has been very rampant in this country. This bill actually is something
completely new. It is along the lines of those nations those have been very aware of the fact that
people don’t go to the court to give evidence against sensitive issues. what happens subsequently
is that the convicted people of felons usually go out of the confinements i.e., of the jail and they
carry out the vendettas against those people who have for example passed any short orders or any
sort of judgeents in relating to those cases. Secondly if there is a witness who comes forward
what usually happens is that witnesses and their families are targeted. in commonwealth’s
jurisdiction as well as the other asian countries the witness protection bill provides that these
witnesses who are considered as sensitive witnesses should be given a certain protection which
would not only just cover their identity being changed but it would also address the issue of them
being rehabilitated in different areas being given new identities and possibly if the finances
would not hinder their facial structures are then changed. This is to what extent this sort of bills
has gone to in other countries. Unfortunately in Pakistan we have absolutely nothing on that sort.
As i have mentioned how this scenario over here in our country is at this point in time, I would
open the floor of the house for this bill to be introduced, discussed and then further we would
bring it back after the committee recommends any amendment and then sends it back. So, i
hereby open the bill to the floor.
Madam Speaker: please read out the bill.
Mr. Adnan Saeed-u-Zaman: the bill says that it is the witness protection and
rehabilitation Bill 2013 i.e. title of it.
An Hounrable Member: point of personal explanation.
Madam Speaker: Denied.
Mr. Adnan Saeed-u-Zaman: the entire bill usually is not read on the floor of the house. It
is the title which is given and the bill is opened that is what i know out of my own experience.
Madam Speaker: but nobody has read the bill.
Mr. Adnan Saeed-u-Zaman: I know that and the reason why i had told the secretariat as
well that the bill has to be copied and distributed. So, by that time i was called on the floor of the
house that I should at least come in and tell them what exactly would be.
Madam Speaker: Do you have the other bills?
Mr. Adnan Saeed-u-Zaman: Yes, i have.
Madam Speaker: right, do that first. Mr. Adnan Saeed-u-Zaman youth minister for law,
parliamentary affairs and human right is to introduce government bill on judicial restructuring
and re-engineering.
Mr. Adnan Saeed-u-Zaman: This bill actually is relating to the circumvention…
Madam Speaker: First read out the contents of the bill then you can explain it.
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Mr. Adnan Saeed-u-Zaman: Ok. The litigation process as it is considered to be the
corrective control. When the issues are brought into court, there are many different sorts of
hindrances that are occurring over a period of time in the processes.
Madam Speaker: The bill is not present at the moment with you or with anyone else.
Please withdraw the first one.
Mr. Adnan Saeed-u-Zaman: Can it be taken later when its copy is distributed in the
house?
Madam Speaker: Yes, later on.
Mr. Adnan Saeed-u-Zaman: Ok. Should I take this one.
Madam Speaker: Go ahead with this one.
Mr. Adnan Saeed-u-Zaman: This actually instigates the processes of the court itself. So,
the moment a person files the suit, it is reviewed by registrar and the copy of the suit should be
supplied by the plaintiff to other side via any means of courier. The defendant files and the
witness statement which are presented in court, i am not reading it out clause wise because the
thing is there is explanatory commentaries with it. We want to go through the commentary so
that people may understand what exactly this bill is about. This bill is little technical. So, the
plaintiff would send the files to the other side via courier. The defendant file along with the
witness statements needs to be processed by the office of the court. Usually in the system the
defence applied for adjournment and the cases get delayed. This was part and the commentary of
first clause about the processes according to which a case is filed. Usually this is done by the
office branch of the registry. What usually is the common practice over here in our country is
that in the back office any litigant who goes to the court, he is usually asked for a fee which is
more than what is prescribed in the stamp duty act. These sorts of hindrances do keep them at
abbey from finding litigations and subsequently they do that they usually have to go through the
process of feedings the mouth of hungry wolves and beasts throughout over there. Second clause
would include the witness statement which would be filed with the other entire relevant
document with the issues. The list of witnesses, the list of documents which would be as
annexures would also be filed along with the case prayers. You know the case prayers are what
the person is asking for, the relief he is asking for. These processes as per what it is now or not
filed in accordance, they are not in chronological order. They are filed as when upon the
convenience of the client, the lawyer files it as and it is convenient for the client. if this is done in
a process, it would stop the back latch of covert or subsequent adjournment which would be filed
by an opposing counsel so that the case should not be delayed unnecessarily. The third clause
speaks about the witness statement being presented in such a way that usually a witness
statement is written on an affidavit on a stamp paper. These sorts of papers usually over a period
of time are not copied once they are filed along with the original files of the court. suggested
over here in this is that all such documents should not have any extra cost and should be
distributed because an exchange of file usually is done in countries like, can i take the name of
the countries, ok, uk, usa and other commonwealth countries, they do have an exchange of files
system which is i would exchange of my file with the opposing counsel and he would exchange
the same amount of files with me so that there should be a better understanding of what exactly
are we going to argue about whereas unfortunately in my country what the prevalent thing is that
whatever i would ask him for he would present that, rest is all kept aside so that on the day when
the hearing starts, he can read it out. the fourth clause actually is in regards to a resurgent
department which should be in the court and this department itself would conduct all sort of
resurge in relating to the court processes and the court fees which would subsequently be on the
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onus and the onus actually would lie on the people presenting the cases in court. The primary
reason for having a resurge department is that the trend now-a-days in the world is shifting from
active litigation which is court related litigation into mediation, conciliation and arbitration. So
for this reason the court should have something this is what the 4th clause actually focuses about,
should a dispute arise which is not of the worth that the court should waste its time. The research
department should send a report to the judge in front of whom the case prayers are presented and
he may direct the parties to go into alternative dispute resolution rather than wasting the precious
time of the courts. The 5th clause speaks about the involvement of the judges are not required in
the procedural system whenever and wherein.Wwhenever the system which is prevalent here,
dictates that the lawyer from the opposing party who sees and adjournment, he would present in
front of court reasons under one of the articles of cpc being the civil procedural curt. According
to which how cases of civil nature are instigated in the court system of Pakistan. now according
to this what exactly happens is what the lawyer from the other party presents something that he is
not prepared on, he files an adjournment that adjournment is usually heard by the judge and then
he decides upon should he adjourn or not. But usually in most of the cases they do adjourn the
cases and fix specific time for the parties to bring in and proceed on that. Bhese sort of things do
hinder the process it self. Why? Because unnecessarily the cases are long awaited even though
they don’t have specific structure of such sort, these cases are long run, usually will end up the
party’s time as well. The 6th clause speaks about the reports of the R&D department which are
then presented to the judge, they would also have a statement which would state what exactly the
system which I am about to refer to was originally introducing UK. It was the system first speedy
trials and for trials of such sort that that should be allocated according to their monetary value
because when you have involved monetary value people are very sensitive about their cases. So,
the 6 clause of this bill speaks about the monetary phases of how exactly these are going to be
channelized what court and according to which sealing of monetary value, would they be then
allocated in respective courts. The clause 7 of the bill speaks about the notes which a judge
usually takes in his diaries, a judge has diary, in that diary whichever case is brought into a court
is noted, he makes points. These points are then later onwards transferred within the brother
judges. why so, the reason is that if a case is instigated in front of judge it is not bound to be
introduced in front of the same judge, the next time is brought up, so for the other judge and for
reference purpose is what was the progress and what were the pertinent acts and other statement
for example which are filed over a period of time, they are all noted in the judge’s diary, those
diaries are then exchanged only within the judges. so a note of such sort should be drafted and
should be maintained by the r&d department which I have suggested, which now at the moment,
judges do maintain themselves and with the work load upon them right now, they get seldom
time to distribute such important document with other brother judges, what happened is that they
usually ask the counsel to start from sketch which then again takes another tedious exercise to
proceed. The other clause of the bill speaks in regard to the applications, the applications which
are filed for quick disposal of cases. the applications which are discussed over here are, in
constitutional cases for example if a party files a case there are many other who were aggrieved,
those parties can become party to these sort of cases. what they usually have to do, they have to
appear in front of the judge and upon the availability of the judge, those parties have to either
travel or they have to come in relevance creates a lot of problem, not just for the system itself bur
for the parties who are now becoming party to such a case. the suggestion which has been now
introduced in clause no.8 of this bill is that, the parties need to file an application with the r&d
department and the r&d department would be the one which would forward such questions of
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law in front of a judge rather than the parties and the respective lawyers presenting themselves in
front of a judge and then asking for time or rejoinder or to become a party of such sort. The 9th
clause actually talks about a procedural matter. The procedural matter is that once the file of
rejoinder comes in, it needs to go to the research and development department and then it goes
forward to the respective department i.e. the registry department. The registry department is the
one which usually on the first hand take care of the cases that are of files, the filing and progress
of the cases. Instead of that being done by the reader, the reader is a person who is usually there
in the court present to take notes from a judge or the short orders. Instead of the reader doing all
of these tedious exercises and wasting the time of all the other lawyers who are present in the
court, this should be done by the back office of the court. The back office at this point in time is
being referred to the registry of the court. This bill then further expands upon the role of
professional bodies, however unfortunate is that lawyers now-a-days are not thorough
professionals, they have done away with their professional is what they had once. Now they are
more like followers of a bandwagon. so, the 12th clause of the bill speaks about the professional
bodies of the lawyer that are the bar counsel, the associations of the bars and they on a periodical
basis should forward their suggestions to the law ministry, the parliament who should improve
various laws and regulations because it is the lawyers who on a daily basis deal with such laws
and if laws have some sort of lacunas present, lacuna being the space. if they have lacunas
present in them, the best way possible is that lawyers would present such options to those who
are at the helm of affairs or to the parliament who do actively legislate upon and bring about
amendments. This would further improve the system and procedure of the relevant departments,
authorities responsible to ensure implementation of the relevant laws and the regulations. The 13
clause is for the quality assurance of the cases, for the quality assurance of the cases, the research
and development department of various courts should carry out the review where we are, the
seniority of the judges which they consider. After considering the seniority of the judges the
allocated monetary valued cases which are presented in front of junior or senior judges are then
allocated in such a way the senior most judges are supposed to take up cases which has higher,
greater monetary value or of a constitutional nature. These sorts of cases again are to be allocated
by the research development department in consonance with the registrar office at this point in
time that is not the case. Unfortunately, whoever approaches with a bit of gratuity, I should call it
in a very humble way to the registrar office. The specific of it is then distributed alongside.
Clause 14;
Madam Speaker: Please just read rest of it.
Mr. Adnan Saeed-u-Zaman: The clause 14 talks about the declaratory environment of the
authorities in such institutions. The 15th clause is in regards to the time constraints which are
presented when cases are preceded and how then applications and then further progress of the
courts are presented in the back office and how they are then taken of the clients and
subsequently how they are distributed. the 15th also talks about the lawyers who are not available
and these sorts of discrepancies in the system can be circumvented in such a way that they would
be presented with written statement from the lawyer who is not present in the court, his junior
then comes and presents that written document instead of him appearing in person.
The 16th clause talks about the certified copies and certified copies to be distributed when
and where they are introduced in the court, not what is prevalent now, when the other party will
ask for it. This is the code of conduct which the lawyers should follow instead of pulling rabbit
out of the hat whenever they wish to do so.
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The 17th clause talks about there can be expressions of urgent matter; however that
urgency should be properly described, urgent matters are usually the ones which for example are
greater of public interest litigation or something of that sort. According to which that judges
usually do take suo moto actions. For those applications should be filed first and then a judge has
the right to take suo moto on such specific applications which are filed.
The 19th clause, it is more about the speedy disposal and track system which should be
introduced. The track system which i talk about is more relating to how it was introduced in
Britain as well. The track system is system which allocates monetary values according to the
courts, a magistrate court, a city court and the high court and subsequently the constitutional
cases go to the Supreme court.
The last clause speaks on the independence of judiciary in such a way that this
independence of judiciary should not be taken into activism without an application of urgency
being filed or an application of such sort being brought. Judges cannot take suo moto actions,
they are restricted. Later on they are introduced in the national assembly rather than from going
into judicial pragmatism, they transgress upon into judicial activism. This Madam Speaker was a
brief outline of what exactly the bill would include it. Thank you.
Madam Speaker: anyone who wishes to speak. Yes, Mohterim Ejaz Sarwar sahib.

yDM>z  ﮨﮯJK¢[ ہG  ﮨﮯJﮍ رﮨL JQﮩG ﮯA سMU±ﮍے اX ﮯD !=>?@A ?ﮉمD : =ورA زJب اJQt
ﮩ?ﮟp c ﮨYzJf =R وزM  ﮨﮯJM ﮨpresent ³X =L رMS± ہG ہ ﮨﮯR M تJX cSﮩL ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯ۔p ²]ﮯ واA oاM]
 ﮨﮯ؟J رﮨ³d ¶اقD J?G ہR ،JMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp draft JG  اسM  ﮨﮯJM? ﮨL ³X Rﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ ا= اO late  وﮦ،ﮯO
Mt XJ¸D ﮯGOrder of the Day MG  رات،· ﮨ?ﮟG =ﮯG · ﮨ?ﮟ اورG ﮯKﮩG ہR ہG ہ ﮨﮯR تJX r=Aدو
ﮯ رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اور راتbMA  ﮦJD رJd Z? ہR !=>?@A ?ﮉمD ۔J? JR= دG exclude MG  اسcX ا،J J رﮨO ³X
include MG  انcX ا،ﮩ?ﮟ ﮯp ³XMt ?ﮟD Order of the Day ،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟp=G ?L ³X ہG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮩG ﮯX رﮦJX
?=اD =L cKUA  اورcSاﮨJp  ﮨﮯ؟ اسogD J?G JG  اس،= رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG ¹bJº xbJ ﭨJG ؤسJہ ﮨR  ﮨﮯ۔J? JR= دG
رJ] وJG Youth Parliament ہG  ﮨﮯJﮍ رﮨL JQﮩG ﮯA سMU±ﮍے اX ﮯD  ﮨﮯ۔J رو رﮨMUpO ﮯG نMh دل
ہ۔R=>k۔J ·ﮯX ﮩ?ﮟp ·G ہpﮯ ورbJt JG روMG ﮯ اسG =G cpJX=ﮩD  ﮨﮯ۔c= رﮨG ﮦJ¤ yDM>z
ﮨ?ﮟ ﮯ۔Jd JQﮩG ·G cX SKD ﮯG ³X پO =مKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
 ﮨﮯ؟JQ[MX J?G =L = اسL M ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp c ﮨdraft JG ³X Yt :=ورA زJب اJQt
۔YzJf نA=م ارKD ct :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
toilet رopﮯ اG انMRا= اJ ﮩ?ﮟp دMtMD =L ںJﮩR ?ﮟD ہG JﮩG »?f ﮯp پO :نA ارoD بJQt
۔cMں ﮨJﮩR cدMtMD r=?D M JMد ﮨMtMD
??ﮯ۔G تJX =L ³X >?ﮯR د:=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
He said he did not understand Bill, could you present it to him in a manner in which he would
understand.
JA print JG ?ﮟ اسD >ہpM?G د ﮨﮯMtMD سJL ?=ےD ﭧ± ڈراJG ³X ! ?ﮉمD :نA ارoD بJQt

=L ںJﮩR ہG J J?G ہSg?± ﮯp x۔ ﮨc cbاMX cLJG cG  اسcX MG ﭧR=?>=ﭨA ﮯp ?ﮟD ں۔M ﮨJRO =G [ﮯ
t =¢D ںM ﮨJKpJD MG ?d ?ﮟ اسD  ﮨﮯ اورcT M ﮨcﮨJMG ر ذراopﮯ اG  اس،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟpO =G  [ﮯSX دو
پO =?ﮟ۔ اbJL A ہp پO ہG J ﮩ?ﮟp ³>_D cX JQ اcbMG ہR ﮨﮯJ?G explain ںJﮩR ﮯAﮯ اp ?ﮟD =ح
yﮩX procedure JG رٹMG ہG ںM?G س ﮨﮯMU± اcX =L ?d  ﮨ?ﮟ اسM ﮯKA ﮩ?ﮟp MG ?وںd ان
ہR  ﮨﮯ۔r=ورº yﮩX JpM ﮨknowledge yﮩX ڑاM رےJX ﮯG  اسMG cDدO = ﮨﮯ اور ﮨJM ﮨimportant
·G cG ³X پO =G >R دMG t J ﮩ?ﮟp valid document Rﮯ اQDJA ﮯG پO ہG ت ﭨ? ﮨﮯJX
 اورJ?G describe ﮯp ?ﮟD MG procedural system t Z>?[ =ﮯG criticize JR =ﮯG X =L ?وںd
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cp=G ﮯA  =حG ہ وﮦG  ﮨﮯJRJKX MG پO =L ںJﮩR ﮯp ?ﮟD ﮯ [?ﮯG ﮯp{ changes ?ﮟD ?وںd ·G
ﮩ?ﮟp ³>_D ﮯ [?ﮯG ﮯQA MG cDدO able minded ﮍهﮯ [>ﮯL R? اd cbMG رopﮯ اG ﮨ??ﮟ۔ اسJd
cX ا[ہMz JG ³X ?ﮟD ،?ﮟdML پO ال ﮨﮯ وﮦMA specific cbMG ?ﮟD رےJX ﮯG procedure JG پO =۔ اc
M ﮨ?ﮟJd JQdML cX Mt پO  [ﮩ¶ا،J دوں
would be more than happy to respond what you want to ask. But yes, you are absolutely right
and on the floor of the House, I do believe that I am to be blamed for such an act of
irresponsibility if I should call it. Thank you.
Madam Speaker: Mohterim Arsalan Ali Sahib.
رٹMG xR=@A ﮯSﮩL ﮯA suo moto action ہG JﮩG ﮯp نJpo ?ﮟD رےJX  اس:cS نAب ارJQt
ﮯD تJX ہR ،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮨJd JpJQX trial court MG رٹMG xR=@A  وﮦJ?G M ?ﮟbJt cG =b داapplications ?ﮟD
ﮟ۔R= دG clear

۔YzJf نJpo =مKD ct :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
تJX ہR cG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯ۔ انp trial court  =حcG courts مJ رٹMG xR=@A :نJD[ اo?A نJpo بJQt
Yt ہG c ہR Mt J?G explain MG ?d Rر اopﮯ اG زG r=hO ﮯp ?ﮟD ہG ہ ﮨﮯt وcﮩR ?» ﮨﮯ۔f
public interest Mt  ﮨ?ﮟcM ﮨapplications cUR· اG رopﮯ اG  ﮨ?ﮟ اسcM ﮨapplications files
Public Act رopﮯ اG ہ انG  ﮨ?ﮟcM ﮨpublic interest litigation ، ﮨ?ﮟcM ﮨapplications cG litigation
دJ¿D S¤L Yt رopﮯ اG  ان، ﮨ?ﮟcM ﮨapplications Mt cU?t  اب انlarge is being affected by it.
they feel any sort of grievances, they have this availability that they go ad knock M  ﮨﮯJM ﮨ³DJk
the doors of the court. When they go and knock the doors of the court. When they go knock the
at S¤L cG نJKUGJL doors of the court, the Supreme Court in itself take cognizance of that sort.
cG پO تJX ہR  ﮨﮯ۔JM ﮨconstitutional matter cbMG رopﮯ اG = اسL JR  ﮨﮯcM ﮨc رﮨM ﮨlarge affect
JA JA ﮯG  اور اسcivil cases ﮯA ہt وcA ا،JMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp trial court رٹMG xR=@A ہG ﭨ? ﮨﮯ
۔J M ﮨJ>Rﮩ?ﮟ دp c¤G ﮯbMﮯ ﮨK?[ suo moto application c¤G ﮯp پO =ہ اG criminal cases
ںMﮨJd JQ[MX ?ﮟ اس [?ﮯD ،? ﮨﮯd Rر اopﮯ اG  اسJG رpoint r=hO Mt JG ³X ﮯQLﮯ اp ?ﮟD
From judicial  ﮨ?ﮟ۔activeدﮦJR زyﮩX ³G جO calls rرJﮯ۔ ﮨbJt O A ہ± دR اMG YA ہGJ J
courts =Lﮯ اوG pragmatism as I said they have gone into judicial activism. Floor of the House
contempt of >ہ وﮦpM?G ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp »?f Jp=G تJX ?ﮟD رےJX ﮯG =?A=وL ﮯG ?ﮟ اور انD رےJX ﮯG
If I do speak on that then I probably might be in contempt of  ﮨﮯ۔JJt O ?ﮟD =ےDﮯ زG court
court would be visiting jail for three or four months. Yes, I would like not to speak on these sorts
MG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯ اسp JR  ﮨﮯtrial court ہG J concern Mt JG YzJf cS نAارof very issues but
۔J M ﮨJR= دG address

۔YzJf ﭩہd Á اoA=م اKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
cXہ اG ںM ﮨJKﮨJd Jp=G clarify JA ڑاM ?ﮟD !?ﮉمD @?>=۔A ?ﮉمD ہR=>k :ﭩہd Á اoAب اJQt
MG Constitution oRJk ﮯp ںMﮩpﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ اKﮨJd JpJQX trial court MG رٹMG xR=@A پO J?G ہG JﮩG ﮯp ںMﮩpا
رٹMG xR=@A رopﮯ اG  اسArticle 183 of the Constitution of Pakistan۔J?G ﮩ?ﮟp properly go through
 ﮨﮯ۔c=G مJG c ﮨJG trial court =Lﮯ اوG certain matters رٹMG xR=@A ، ﮨﮯoriginal jurisdiction cG
۔J?G cX clarified MG point ﮯ اسp YzJf نJpo ﮯU?t matters = وﮦL رM صJh
ﮯG پO رopﮯ اG Zt matters وﮦThose matters which are of public interest and secondly
Jt ?ﮟ [ﮯD directly Supreme Court پO matters مJ ﮯUR ا، رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟM ﮨfundamental rights breach
ﮍهL ﮯAﮯ اG =G cpJX=ﮩD  [?ﮟ اورcX >[ ہR oRJk  اورJ ںMﮨJd JpJKX cX ہR MG ﮯ انp ?ﮟD ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔K>A
ﮯG Article 199 of the Constitution of Pakistan?ﮟ۔bJt M ﮨcX »ºﮟ واR?d ·G ہGJ ﮟR=G J?[ cX
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پO Y M ﮦ رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟJd JpJt ?ﮟ [ﮯD رٹMG MG writ cUG پO cX Yt  ﮨ?ﮟ اورfive types of writs رopا
پO ﮯUt  ﮨﮯcG  اس =حone type of writ =فf ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔K>A Jt  [ﮯcX ?ﮟD رٹMG xR=@A ﮯAا
M ﮨco-warrant M ﮨcX JQA ںMpﮯ دS·L ﮯp ںMﮩp اoRJk ،ﮯK>A Jt ﮩ?ﮟ [ﮯp ?ﮟD رٹMG xR=@Adirectly
M c cT cG رغJ± ﮯA ہt وcA اwrit cG  انM ﮯ ﮯT ?ﮟD رٹMG xR=@A Yt rدرJ[ﮨ= اJ ۔c
baseless rﮍX ہR M c ﮯbJt ZX trial court ہKAاMnpاoh رٹMG xR=@A ہG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮩG MG ?d cAپ ا= اO
ﮟ اورR=G J?G ?ﮟ دورD proper context ﮯAﮨ?ﮯ اور اJd Jp=G  دورMG پO ﮯUt  ﮨﮯand misconception
ﮟ۔R= دG comments pass ﭩ اورQﭩ?ﭩA r=ﮨJÃ پO ہG beforeﮟR=G J?G go through MG ?وںd  انkindly
ہ۔R=>k
۔YzJf cS ²kJG =مKD ct ہ۔R=>k :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
ﮯD A cG t ﮯbO =G  [ﮯ³X ہR Mt ںM>= ار ﮨk JG نJpo ?ﮟD :cS ²kJG بJQt
ﭩہd ÁoA اور اhe is very learned lawyer ،JA x اﮨyﮩX =L ںJﮩR ﮯAﮯ اp ںMﮩp۔ اcbO ﮩ?ﮟp ³>[JX
ﮍهL cرﭨJL rرML M r=?D ،J?G ?ﮟD ﮯ۔O =G ﮍهL پO ،ﮨ??ﮟJd ﮯpM ﮨrelevant ا{تMA ہG JﮩG ﮯp ہ¤zJf
جO ﮯD ﮯ۔Jt O =G ﮍهL ﮯA اx ﮨM ﮟR?ﮟ ڈال دD even order of the day MG پ اسO = ا، ﮨﮯcO =G
ںMہ راG ﮯA ہt وcG opposition cG cرﭨJL r=?D ہR ہG  ﮨﮯckMh cX cG تJX دﮦ اسJRﮯ زA ³X
Order of the  وﮦ،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟO =G  [ﮯbills  ا= دوxہ ﮨG ہR ﮯA ہt وrرJﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ ﮨJt M ﮨBills add رات دو
cX ?ﮟD order of the days Mt  ﮨﮯcKR ڈال دSX ں رات دوMﭧ راQpرM M ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟM?ﮟ ڈ[ﮯ ﮨD Day
ﮯG [ہ روR they should not have allowed it. ہG  ﮨﮯcX سMU± اJG تJX ﮯ اسD ،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp
ءJ_p رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اور اG رcheck and balance R اxہ ﮨG  ﮨﮯckMh ﮯD overall لJz=ﮩX  ﮨﮯ۔against
ہ۔R=>k =ﮯ رﮨ?ﮟ ﮯ۔G performcﮯ ﮨUR اcX x اور ﮨc  رﮨﮯc=G perform cﮯ ﮨURﭧ اQpرM Áا
ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔KﮨJd JQ[MX ·G YzJf نJpo =مKD cX ا:=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
Rہ اR ہG ںM ﮨJKGت رJX Rﮯ اQDJA ﮯG ف [?ﮉرKhب اz ?ﮟD :نJD[ اo?A نJpo بJQt
=فf ﮯ۔bOرJd ?=اD M ﮯbO Z? JG پO =L ،ﮯbO ?=ا دوD =L  اورJRO  دوJG پO ہG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp hard face
۔۔۔J JﮩG MG ﭧR=?>=ﭨA ﮯp ?ﮟD  دنcA اJ JRO =?ﮟ ادهD  دنt ہG c ہR تJX cG ﮯQﮩG
Madam Speaker: Mohterm, we don’t need to indulge in those sorts of discussion.

ہp ?d cUR اcbMG ?ﮟD ﮯ دلG ہ انG ہG J Jﮩہ رﮨG ہ اس [?ﮯR ?ﮟD :نJD[ اo?A نJpo بJQt
MG ا{تMA ﮯG  انÅD JR ﮯ [?ﮯG ﮯp=G ÆQ MG =ف انf ﮯp ںMM[ xہ ﮨG ?ﮟA ہ وﮦG رﮨﮯ
Z_RزML?ﮟ اD ۔cG ﮩ?ﮟp present ?d cG  اس =حcbMG JR JRﮩ?ﮟ دp draft JURﮯ [?ﮯ اG ﮯp=G restrict
?ﮯ اورR دے دc±JD مJ ﮯD =مG ہ از راﮦG ںM ﮨJKRﮩہ دG on the floor of the HousecX ﮯA [?ﮉر
ﮟ ﮯ۔R= دG explain  =حcdدﮦ اJR زMG  اسYzJf Jﭩd Á اoA اc]JX J JQﮩG cﮩR =فf ﮯp ?ﮟD
۔YzJf Jﭩd ÁاoA=م اKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
ﮯp ?ﮟD MG  رات،ﮩ?ﮟp D  ﮨ?ﮟ³X ہG JﮩG ﮯp ںMﮩp?ﮉم! اD ہ۔R=>k :Jﭩd Á اoAب اJQt
draft ﮯp پO ³X Mt ³G ہG ﮩ?ﮟG MG YzJf ²kJG ہG J JﮩG MG specifically Madam Prime Minister
=Lﮯ اوG ﮯ اسp ?ﮟD ، ﮨﮯJ?G Bill present ﮯp ںMﮩpج اO ہG اMں ﮨMR ·G Z>?[ ?ﮟbO =G  ﮨﮯ وﮦ [ﮯJ?G
reports =Lﮯ اوG minority ﮯp x ﮨMt  ﮨﮯJ?[ idea JG ³X ﮯ اسp ںMﮩp ا،?ﮯG ﮩ?ﮟp comments pass cbMG
 ﮨﮯ۔J? J?G totally copyﮯA ا، ?ﮟcbJQX
=ےG مJG =Lﮯ اوG  اسc?ﭩG  ﮨﮯ۔ ابJ? JR= دG refer MG c?ﭩG ہSKD MG ³X :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
ﮯG ³X M  ﮨﮯcp=G تJX ﮯp پO =۔ اJ?[ ﮯ [ﮯp G  اورJ مJG JG G ہR ہG let’s not get into it c
ﮟ۔R=G ?ﮟD رےJX
 اسM  ﮨﮯcM ﮨcp=G legislation cbMG Yt ہG ںM ﮨJﮦ رﮨJd JQﮩG ?ﮟD !?ﮉمD :Jﭩd Á اoAب اJQt
cG xU] >?ﮟ۔ اسA M ﮨgo through ﮯG  اسxہ ﮨGJ ﮟR=G JR دے دdraft ﮯSﮩL  دنR?ﮟ اD رےJX ﮯG
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JK>A M ﮨ،JK>A =G ﮩ?ﮟp understand xG  ازxG ﮯA?ﮟ اD ﮯbJt cG =G ?ﭩX ںJﮩR =فf Mt legislation
ﮟ اورR=G explain =G O =L ںJﮩR پO ہG JK>A =G ﮩ?ﮟp understand ہR M ?ﮟD ،M ﮨJK>A =G  اورcbMG ﮨﮯ
=G view develop JQLﮯ اG =G critical analysis JQL= اLﮯ اوG ?d rرJA  اسwithin five minutes ?ﮟD
ﮯ۔KpJD ﮩ?ﮟp MG ?d ہ اسR Z>?[ ﮟR=G J?G forward ﮟR?d cURپ اO ہG J JﮩG MG  انcX ³G ﮯp xں۔ ﮨM[
ﮟ ﮯ۔R=G address ?ﮟD c?ﭩG Áء اJ_p اMG ?وںd c]JX xﮨ
An Honourable Member: Point of personal explanation.
Madam Speaker: Not allowed. Please take your seat. Now I put the Bill to the House.
(The Motion was carried)
Madam Speaker: Resultantly the Bill is carried. Mr. Kashif Ali, Mr. Arslan Ali they have
to introduce the Private Members’ Bill on Protection against Domestic Violence.
Mr. Kashif Ali: Thank you Madam Speaker, due to the shortage of time, the Bill is ready
but I am told to get it deferred for the next session.
Madam Speaker: Miss Zaib Liaqat and Mr. Riaz Sajjad Amjad would like to present the
Committees report on Role of Media in Elections.
Miss Zaib Liaqat: Thank you Madam Deputy Speaker. I would like to call upon Mr. Riaz
Sajjad to start resolution.

مJp JG  ﮨﮯ اسJM ﮨJQ[MX ﮯSﮩL ﮯp t M ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟK?X ?d cG xU] پ اسO Yt :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
۔YzJf دJA ضJR=م رKD ct ﮟ۔R=G JRﮯ [> دSﮩL
Mr. Riaz Sajjad Amjad: Thank you Madam Chairman, I and Miss Zaib Liaqat would like
to present the Committee’s report on Role of Media in Elections on the behalf of Standing
Committee on Information.
My other members of this Committee are:
1.
Miss Shamim Qamar
2.
Miss Shahana Afsar
3.
Miss Momena Naeem
4.
Mr. Faiz Hassan Soomro
5.
Mr. Usman Jilani and
6.
Dr. Sonia Riaz
Madam Speaker from last two sessions we have seen that everyone is just criticizing on
Media. In this regard my committee worked on this issue and made a comprehensive report on
role of media in elections. It is a current issue. We have studied three reports and at the end we
have proposed some recommendations. It has a challenge of objectivity in partiality and balance
in media is faced daily by Pakistani journalists but there is no test of professionalism greater than
that posed by political election. During an election the impulse to manipulate the media and to
control information is the strongest. Hence the diversity of media outlets accessible to different
interest and supportive by varied structure is needed. At present media is the only source which
is very accessible by people at large through various sources i.e. TV, Radio, Internet, Newspaper
and mobile phones are also used by people to aware of events every time. Media fixes people’s
perceptions and priorities. They are thinking about the political contents. Media of any kind is
the reflection of that country, it shows that how people behave and live in the country. Although
media’s responsibility is to spread true stories but media should be careful in this regard. Now I
have some findings that how media covered the election 2008.
The main finding of this media includes, there were very few editorials, commentaries,
analysis, features or investigatory force. They were not to educate the media consumers merely
to provide routine information on the subject. At that time local language media is relatively
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more responsive while the space given by English was very limited. Very few new stories about
the upcoming local elections, the vast majority address the performance of the present outgoing
local governments. The majority of stories were based on press release with very few new items
published appearing to be generated by the Reporters themselves. Almost all relevant news item
reported on the inside pages of newspapers indicating the low level of importance attached by
newspapers or investigational capacity to import. There were more coverage in Southern Punjab
and Sindh and lower level of coverage in Northern Punbab, Khyber PakhtunKhwa (NWFP) and
Balochistan.
Madam Speaker: Please summarize your report.
Mr. Riaz Sajjad Amjad: Now media has some responsibilities. The media demands and
appeals to political parties and other institutions for general elections. That media be able to play
the role effectively in enjoying free and fair political elections. Allowing Journalists operate
fairly in any part of the country without fear of intimidation except to restricted areas. Not
manipulating journalists covering the elections by offering gifts, favour or special treatment. The
Government should not discriminate media in allocating advertisements.
Now some recommendations would be put forward by Miss Zaib Liaqat sahiba.
Madam Speaker: Miss Liaqat sahiba.
Miss Zaib Liaqat: Thank you Madam Speaker. Here are some recommendations which
were compiled by a Committee.
Media development initiatives have generally confined to reporters by News room staff, a
detailed desk, detailed news editors who actually determine the scale and scope and Editors role
is very important in all of this. Coverage are ignored, the gatekeeper should also make part of
this initiative. Practicing Journalists should not take part in any election activities standing for
elections, speaking at party rallies or making financial donation. There should be no
discrimination and no political party group or individual dispute for paid content but
monopolization has to be resisted. Journalists covering elections must be deputed and report
precisely and so go. The media should be more democratic value such as the rule of law,
accountability, good governance and political tolerance. Media should make sure that no planted
programs are aired and if aired serious actions must be taken against the people involved. Media
like other stakeholders in the elections process must strictly adhere to the election Act and
understand clearly the election expenses Act and regulations and expose practices that violate it.
Media houses should take care in reporting the findings of opinion polls. Any report should
include the following information who commissioned and carried out the poll and when? How
many people were interviewed where and how they are interviewed? Now I would like Miss
Shehana first to follow with this. Thank you.
Madam Speaker: Mohterma Shehana Afsar Sahiba.

=G =bت داJkرJ¿A c±JG ?ﮟD رٹML رcG c?ﭩG ﮯp x@?>=۔ ﮨA ?ﮉمD ہR=>k :=U±ہ اpJﮨJk ہD=KD
ہG but we were reviewing our report, then I would just like to add one recommendation. ?ﮟrد
Rہ وﮦ اG J ﮨ?ﮯJd Jp=G refrain ﮯA رﭨ=زML اور رJR?ﮉD  ﮨ?ﮟy] اس وM c M ﮨc رﮨM ﮨÆQ[ML Yt
cG  انM c M ﮨrرJt ÆQ[ML cX>ہ اpM?G >?ﮟA =G ہp speculate MG results ﮯG Z_?ﭩA اÆQ[ML
I would just like to name the three ﮯ وﮦG  اور اسc ﮟR=G influence MG speculations voters
 ﮨﮯ۔JRJQX code R اJQLﮯ اp xﮯ ﮨG =G study MG Zt codes
Radio Pakistan proposed code of ethic for responsibilities for election 2013. Guidelines
for election 2013 by Election Commission of Pakistan. And code of conduct for media and
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journalism and coverage elections in Pakistan by Pakistani collections for ethical journalism.
Thank you.
Madam Speaker: I have said this before and again I would like to remind the House that
you cannot refer someone besides that I think will be more productive, one person from the
Committee presents the report next time. Now we are going move on to Item No.6 on our
agenda. Mr. Umer Awais, Miss Zaib Liaqat and Mr. Bilal Ahmed would like to move a
resolution. Yes Mr. Umer Awais sahib. Not present, then Miss Zaib Liaqat sahib.
Miss Zaib Liaqat: Thank you Madam Speaker. Mr. Umer Awais, Miss Zaib Liaqat, Mr.
Bilal Ahmed would like to move the following resolution.
“This House is of the opinion that the students union having no political
affiliation should be allowed to operate in universities or colleges under the
national union of students to which all student unions across the country must be
affiliated. So, the democracy could strengthen and new breed of leadership could
emerge.”
 ﮨ?ﮟc= رﮨG prevail ?ﮟD J?p دrرJA y] اس وSUpMG Z?pMR ﭩpڈMﭩA !=>?@A ?ﮉمD
it is in Australia, it is in China, Hong Kong and the students Council of the Hong Kong or the
member of Hong Kong federation of students. It is in India from the era Congress Party
domination. It is in USA and it is in Europe as well. It was started in Pakistan in 1947 namely
Pakistan Student Association and it was not active until 1980s and 1970s, during the Bhutoo’s
regime it became active. After this Zia-ul-Haq banned this student union council
 اور وﮦc political affiliation R اcG ہ انG c ہR ہt وmajor R اcG ﮯp=G ban MG  اسZ>?[
xﮯ [?ﮯ ﮨG ﮯp=G xKh MG  انZ>?[  رﮨﮯ ﮯM ﮨinvolve ?ﮟD weapoinization and many crimes گM[
they should be affiliated with the national union of ہG  ﮨﮯJR دsolution ہR ?ﮟD  ]=ار دادcQLﮯ اp
مJG ?ﮟ دوD نJKUGJL =>ﮯ۔ اA Jt J?G regulate MG ہ اسGJ  ﮨﮯJ رﮨM?ﮟ ﮨD J?p دrرML ہG ﮯU?t students
democracy rرJﮯ ﮨA  اسM ںM ﮨstudent unions ?ﮟ اورbJt M ﮨlocal bodies elections cQR ?ﮟbJt Mﮨ
Mt راJ اور ﮨc ﮯb=G emerge cX new leadership ﮯ وﮦG  اور اسc M ﮨstrengthen cX
it is from my ہG ہ ﮨﮯR تJX r=A۔ دوc ﮯSD تJp cX ﮯA  ﮨﮯ اسyAJ?A cÉرMD ، ﮨﮯheirloom
ہ۔R=>k side that is followed by Mr. Umer
Madam Speaker: You have refered again. Yes, Mr. Omer Awais.
Mr. Umer Awais: Thank you Madam Speaker.
ؤسJ?ﮟ ﮨD ،cG concentrate =L mainly historic facts ?ﮟD speech cQLﮯ اp y]J?[ YR?ﮉم زD  =حt
MG Madam, student union student activism ۔J =وںG =وعk MG X cQL?= اÊX ?ﮯG ¹bJº xbJ ﭨJG
 ﮨ?ﮟZ>?[  ﮨﮯdefinitely political participation involve ?ﮟD student activism ، ﮨﮯc=G promote
environment, economic and >ہSX ﮨ?ﮯJd Jp=G ﮩ?ﮟp restrict  political participation =فf ﮯAا
رJ>pﮯ اA تJX ں اسJ ﮨﮯ۔ ﮨcK>A =G =دار اداG ro?SG R اstudent union cX ﮯ [?ﮯG social change
political events Mt greater political change or greater  ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦcMﮨstudent unions Mt ہGﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp
social change, economic and JA JA ﮯG  اسZ>?[ =ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG influence ﮩ?ﮟpﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اMﮨ
 ﮨ?ﮟ۔c=G =دارG ro?SG c±JG ہR cX ?ﮟD environmental changes
political ·G ہG ﮍا ﮨﮯL ³d pattern R?ﮟ اD نJKUGJL ،ت ﮨﮯJX cG MR  ںJﮩt !?ﮉمD
ہ انR ، ﮨ?ﮟc= رﮨG promote cدﮦ ﮨJR· زG MG MR  وﮦparties, I don’t want to mention their names
mention ?ﮟD point ہR ?ﮟD JA JA ﮯG  اس،J =وںG ﮩ?ﮟp criticize ﮯA?ﮟ اD  ﮨﮯ اورcU?[JL cG
ﮯA اZ>?[  ﮨﮯstrong yﮩX  ﮨﮯ وﮦlearning and analysis capacity Mt cG MR ہG J ںMﮨJd Jp=G
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cM ﮨpromote ?ﮟD student activism cG xU]  اور اسstudent union Mt =ورت ﮨﮯº cG grooming
ﮨ?ﮟ۔
ہR c±JG ?ﮟD definitely decision making ?ﮟD student union ہG ہ ﮨﮯR point ﮯ اA ?=ا اسD
M = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG select MG leader cUG ﮯQL?ﮟ ا= وﮦ اD student union Rہ اG  ﮨﮯcM ﮨpromote ?d
?ﮟD oX Mt ﮟR=G challenge MG leadership quality cG  اور اسcertain characteristic cG  اسJًQ?R وﮦ
cX MG ?d  وﮦ اسM ?ﮟD ﮯ اور ]ﮯSz ﮯQLں ﮯ اM= رﮨﮯ ﮨG politically participate وﮦ
mainly educational institution  ﮨﮯ وﮦJJt J>R?ﮟ دD نJKUGJL pattern Mt ہG ںM?G ﮟ ﮯR=G promote
گM[ =L ںJ وﮨlike Lahore and Islamabad etc.  ﮨﮯconcentrating  =فcG ﮩ=وںk ﮍےX ہR ﮨﮯ اور
main ﮯ وا[ﮯpM ﮨ³DJk student activism گM[ ہR Yt ﮍه رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اورL =G O ﮯA نJKUGJL رےML
M ﮟ ﮯR=G promote MG ?d = اسG Jt L?ﮟ واD ںMSz ﮯQLں ﮯ اور اM ﮨ³DJk political stream
definitely greater change Pakistan’s Mt  ﮨ?ﮟchances ﮯG ﮯpO ﮯG greater change R?ﮟ اD نJKUGJL
 ﮨﮯ۔important yﮩX ﮯ [?ﮯG democracy and social norms
 ﮨﮯ وﮦcﮍL cp=G yk=داX JR  ﮨﮯcﮍL cQ>R دMG criticism student union rﮍX ﮯA YA !?ﮉمD
national ?ﮟD J?p دrرML  [?ﮯcA=ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اG لJKA اJG y]J  وﮦdefinitely ،ل ﮨﮯJKA اJG y]J
 ﮨﮯ۔ [ﮩ¶اcM= ﮨL national and country level ہR  ﮨﮯ اورc=G exist ?d cG union, association type
y]J?[ YR زx?D ہG ﮯU?t c c=G association exist ،ﮨ?ﮯJd Jp=G promote ?ﮟD نJKUGJL MG ?d اس
cMﮯ [?ﮯ ﮨG ﮯpاMQD تJX cQL اstudent union ہG ںM?G c ﮩ?ﮟp active cQ وﮦ اZ>?[ J?G mention ﮯp
O ?ﮟ ذرا وزنD تJX cG ہ انGJ  ﮨﮯcK?[ =G affiliation JA ﮯG political party cUG ہR ﮨﮯ اس [?ﮯ
ﮨ?ﮯJd Jp=G attitude negate ﮯG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ ﮨ?ﮟ اس =حK?[ =G joinMG political party cAہ اR =L ﮯ۔bJt
³Q_?p R اMt Z>?[ ﮨ?ﮯJd Jp=G negate ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟA ﮨﮯ اtrend R اMt JA ﮯG political party اور
=ے اورG rules and procedure list down ﮯG  انMt ﮨ?ﮯJd cpM ﮨZ?pMR JR Z_R اcAMUR اcbMG =L لM?[
ﮯ۔b=اG enforce ںJ ﮨ?ﮟ وﮨc=G exist ?ﮟD universities Mt affiliated student unions cQLم اJ ﮩ?ﮟpا
Madam! I open this resolution for further debate.
Madam Speaker: Mohterim Umer Naeem sahib.

cKR=وغ د± MG امo] اrرMﮩt cرﭨJL rرJ ﮨx?D ہ۔¤zJf =>?@A ہD=KD ہR=>k :x?p = بJQt
=ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اسG promote MG yRرMﮩt cX Mt cQR ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟMت ﮨJDاo] اcX Mt ﮯG ﮨﮯ اور اس =ح
ہG ہ ﮨﮯR ﮯ ﮨﮯ وﮦA resolution cG =اض انK اMt = ﮨ?ﮟL ںJﮩR Z>?[ =ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG agree xﮯ [?ﮯ ﮨG
Mt =L ںJﮩR >?ﮟR دground level پO == اL ںJﮩt cG ںM>SD ²SKnD ﮟ اورR[?ﮟ دJ¡D cG ?ﮉاQG ﮯp ںMﮩpا
 ا[?ہJG نJKUGJL Z>?[  ﮨﮯJK>A M ﮨpractical ہR M =L ںJ وﮨ، ﮨﮯcG تJX cG implementation ﮯp ںMﮩpا
رo]  اسstudents oX ﮯG  اسM  ?ﮟcbJQX unions ﮯp MﭩX رJ¿[ ذواo?ﮩk Yt ?ﮟD نJKUGJL ہG ہ ﮨﮯR
ہ وﮦG J basic concept JQL اJG  انMt ہG ﮯTM=وع ﮨk JpM?ﮟ ﮨD involve political activities
 رﮨﮯ ﮯ۔Jt ﮯMﮯ دور ﮨA ?وںd ﮯ ﮯ وﮦ انO ﮯ [?ﮯG ﮯQﮍهL ?ﮟD universities and colleges
ںM ﮨJﮦ رﮨJd JQﮩG تJX R= اL ںJﮩR as a victim ?ﮟD ۔J? Æ[ ban =L activities ہ انG c ہt وcﮩR
cM ﮨc رﮨM ﮨclasses =L ںJ وﮨJ J=G belong ﮯA [JG t ?ﮟD ، ﮨﮯcbO  ]=ار دادMt =L ںJﮩR >ہpM?G
?ﮟD LO cG  ?ﮟ انstudent unions Mt ہR  ?ﮟ۔cKR دcbJQA فJf واز ﮨ?ﮟO ﮯG ںM?[M =ﮨJX ?ﮟ اور
x= ﮨL ںJہ وﮨG J?G =G ذJG ﮩ=وںk ﮍےX ﮯp = ﮯU?t ہG ت ﭨ? ﮨﮯJX ہR ،c c=G اM ﮨcb [ﮍاcQا
³>[JX concept ہR =L ںJ ﮨ?ﮟ وﮨsmall cities Mt JR rural areas Mt Z>?[ ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟK>A  [ﮯMG concept اس
=اب ﮨﮯ۔h cﮨ
Madam Speaker: Why do you think it is not good in rural areas?
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cbMG = اMG student union ہG cG تJX ﮯp ںMﮩpﮯ اU?t =L رM rدJ?QX !x?D :x?p = بJQt
ﮯA ہt وcG t  ﮨﮯcK?[ =G ³fJz affiliation cQLﮯ اA political party cUG  وﮦM  ﮨﮯJO ?L ہSTUD
ﮯA t  ﮨﮯproblem ہR cX ﮯA city cQL اr=?D ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔T M ﮨstrong دﮦJRگ زM[ xہ ﮨG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮩG وﮦ
J?G JM ﮨZ>?[  ﮨ?ﮟcKQX student unions ہG  ﮨﮯJUR اcX ?ﮟD ﮩ=وںk =ےAں اور دوM ﮨJ=G belong ?ﮟD
تJX cG MR  دانyAJ?A =ہ ﮨG > [?ﮟR دcX ?ﮟD election cUG پO ،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟMگ ﮨM[ cAJ?A Mt ہG ﮨﮯ
cUG ﮯA ?ﮟD x ﮨJG  اسJ M ﮨJ?G ?ﮟD ³¤KUD Z>?[  ﮨﮯJ= رﮨG promote MG MR  ﮨﮯاور وﮦJM ﮨJ= رﮨG
ہG رﮦM_D Mt JG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ ﭨ? ﮨﮯ انK?[ =G use ۔ ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦJ M ﮨJ?G JA ﮯG MR ہ اسGﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp JKL MG
J?G ?ﮟD ںM>SD c]JX  =حt ﮯbJt JR= دG promote =L national level MG ہ اسG  ﮨﮯJﮩG ﮯp ںMﮩpا
ﮟ۔R=G practically ﮯA اx= ﮨL ںJﮩt ہGﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp ground = وﮦL ںJﮩR cXﮯ اA لJ?h ?=ےD Z>?[  ﮨﮯJJt
ﮨ??ﮟ۔Jd cp=G activities cG  اس =ح، ﮨﮯJQX رمM± ہR ہG ﮯU?t ﮨ??ﮟJd cp=G ﮟR?d r=A ﮨ?ﮟ دوcXا
³fJz affiliation cG political party cUG =L xہ ﮨG ت ﮨﮯJX =ﮨJÃ M c Mﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp tMX A  ﮨ?ﮟYt
cUG cرﭨJL rرJ ﮨZ>?[  ﮨﮯcﮩR ?ﮟD رےJX ﮯG =اض اس ]=ار دادK?=ا اD ﮟ ﮯ۔R=G kMG cG ﮯp=G
ﮩ?ﮟp y¿[JnD cG ﮯp=G ³ =L  ﮨﮯ اسJM ﮨJ رﮨM=وغ ﮨ± ?ﮟD yRرMﮩt ﮯA t MG امo] اrرMﮩt cX
yﮩX students ﮯA ہ اسG ںM?G c =ےG oppose =ورº ?ﮟ وﮦD رےJX ﮯG ³  اسZ>?[ c =ےG
ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔Mﮨaffect
۔YzJf سJ¤ =AJR =مKD ہ۔R=>k :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
?ﮉم۔D ہR=>k : سJ¤=AJR بJQt
This resolution is very important as it talks about the proliferation of political activism from the
Institute level.
feature leader cX cUG  اورstudent cX cUG ہR M[ ﮨJG JR Mل ﮨM>A ،M ﮨcﭩAرM?pMR اﮦ وﮦMh ادارے
 ﮨﮯr=ورº yﮩX ہR  ﮨﮯ۔cK?[ =G grooming cQLﮯ وﮦ اA ںJﮩt  ﮨﮯJM ﮨlaunching pad Rﮯ [?ﮯ اG
student Mt ?ﮟD  ﮨ?ﮟ انuniversities, colleges and other institutes cX cQKt رopﮯ اG نJKUGJL ہG
ہ وﮦG ہ ﮨﮯR  ا[?ہJA ﮯG student union Z>?[ ﮨ?ﮯJd JpJt J?G لJX ﮯA ﮨﮯ اconcept JG union
violence ﮯ وﮦbJX cG ﮯp=G politically groom MG پO ﮯQLﮯ اور اbJX ﮯG ﮯp=G activities cAJ?A
دمJg نJ?Dﮯ درG within student unions نJ?Dﮯ درG parties ?ﮟD LO =ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦG focus دﮦJR زMG

ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔K?[ =G اo?L لJz رتMf cG
ؤسJ! ﮨYzJf ﮍGJG =مKD ،c ںMG= ذرا روL ںJﮩR MG پO ?ﮟD =AJR =مKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
۔YzJf سJ¤ =AJR ct  ﮨﮯ۔¹QD لJKA اJG نM± ?ﮟD
untoward cX cUG ﮯ [?ﮯ اورG ﮯQG روMG ?d  اسx?D :نJh سJ¤ =?ﭩQ?A =AJR بJQt
=L ںJﮩt ﮨ?ﮯJd cpJQX recognized body R اMG ﭩpڈMﭩA MG cﭩAرM?pMR ﮯ [?ﮯG ﮯQ·X ﮯA situation
=G mechanism develop JUR اRر اopﮯ اG Institute =فf  وﮦMہ ﮨp political affiliation cbMG JG ان
cG cرﭨJL r=A دوcUG رopﮯ اG cﭩAرM?pMR ہR ہG ہp M ﮨpolitical upbringing cG ﮯ انA t [ﮯ
رopﮯ اG cﭩAرM?pMR JA ﮯG  دے۔ اسJ·QﮩL نJgp MG cﭩAرM?pMR ﮯA = [ﮯ اور اسG representation
Mt ﮯQLہ وﮦ اGJ ﮯG رregular check and balance =L Z?pMR Mtﮨ?ﮯJd Jp M ﮨgoverning board Rا
xہ ﮨG cX ہR At the same time ﮯ۔bJt ہp دﮦ ﮨﭧJRﮯ زA  ﮨﮯ اسbasic purpose Mt JR basic manifesto
=L ںJﮩt  رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔M وﮦ ﮨJQKt ﮯK>A =G ﮩ?ﮟp strong JQ اMG student union oRJk ?ﮟD cﭩAرM?pMR =ﮨ
medical or engineering cbMG =L ںJﮩt ?ﮟ ﮯ اورbJt M ﮨactive دﮦJRہ زR =L ںJ وﮨM ﮨsubject is politics
basic ﮯQLﮯ وﮦ اA t  ﮨﮯJJt ³D deviational path R اMG ﭩpڈMﭩA R= اL ںJ وﮨM ﮨinstitute JG
cd اR اM for the greater interest of democracy in Pakistan Z>?[  ﮨﮯJJt ﮯ ﮨﭧA aim
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I endorse this M  ﮨﮯr=ورº yﮩX JpM ﮨJG student union ﮯ [?ﮯG ﮯpO ﮯQDJA MG leadership
resolution.
Madam Speaker: Thank you. Mr. Ejaz Zafar sahib.

?ﮟ۔G= رgKnD MG تJX cQLﮯ اG=G cpJX=ﮩD
ہG J ںMﮨJd JQﮩG ہR ?ﮟD ں اورM ﮨJ=G appreciate MG ?ﮟ اس ]=ار دادD :=¿Ã زJب اJQt
 اسstrengthening cG civil society democracy  ﮨﮯ اورpart x اﮨR اJG student union civil society
democracy =?ÊX ﮯG ﮯ رولG cﭩbJAMA لMA  ﮨﮯ۔x اﮨyﮩX ﮯ [?ﮯG y?X= cG  اور اسevolution cG
رopﮯ اG student union ہG J ںMﮨJd JQﮩG تJX ہR ?ﮟD JA JA ﮯG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯ۔ اسp concept cbMG JG
Mt cXہ اGJ ﮨ?ﮯJd Jp=G رM =L Z_>?[ﮩ?ﮟ اp Z_>S?A ?ﮟD  ان،ﮨ?ﮯJd Jp=G promote MG democracy
ہp focus =L selection ?ﮟD power struggle  اورM ﮨxG ازxG ہ وﮦG  ﮨﮯcbMت ﮨJX cG violence دم اورJg
ہ۔R=>k ﮯ۔bO ﮯO دتJ?] cTp ﮯA ﮯR= ZD= اL through election >ہSX ﮟR=G
۔YzJf R=م = اوKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
>ہSX J =وںG لJKAﮩ?ﮟ اp M Ì¿[ JG =اضK?ﮟ اD =L ںJﮩR ! =>?@A ?ﮉمD :Rب = اوJQt
rرJ= ﮨL ground level ہGﮯT ﮯbJﮯاﭨA  =فcG ²SKhب اz points ·G =L ںJﮩR ·G ہG J ںMﮩG
M cX cG ﮯp=G environment create =L ground lever ہR x ﮨM cT cG ﮩ?ﮟp environment create وﮦ
 cX وﮦ اZ>?[ = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG practice ﮯA لJA ﭨJA M cX cG democracy x= رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ ﮨG kMG
R?ﮟ اD student union rural areas ہG J? JRJ اﭨpoint Mt =L ںJﮩR ۔c>A Mﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp mature =L level اس
ہG JRJL A ﮩ?ﮟp MG ?d ?ﮟ اسD in the part of rural environment M cK>A =G ﮩ?ﮟp =دار اداG ro?SG
?ﮟD rural areas ہR M part دﮦJRﮯ زA YA ہR M Rدp ?=ےD >ہpM?G ﮟ ﮯR=G part play ﮯU?G ہR
ہ۔ ۔۔۔G because of the fact ﮟ ﮯR=G play
 ﮨﮯ۔JG پO opinion ہR  اورJ JG  انopinion  وﮦ:=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
ہG c ہR تJX cG competitive environment ہG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKSd ﮯO  ﭨ? ﮨﮯ:Rب = اوJQt
Æ[ ﮯp=G struggle  اور وﮦJJt M ﮨcompetition start Rن اJ?Dﮯ درG ہ انG  ﮨ?ﮟdifferent unions Mt
cG cﭩAرM?pMR YA x>ہ ﮨpM?G  ﮨﮯimportant yﮩX cX competition ہR M Rدp ?=ےD ﮍﮯ۔L
Rن اJ?Dﮯ درG  ﮨ?ﮟ انtechnical societies Mt =L ںJ وﮨM ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟbO =G ³>p cﮯ ﮨAenvironment
،=ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ ﭨ? ﮨﮯG مJG productive = وﮦL دJ?QX cG competition  ﮨﮯ اور اسJ=G competition exist
=ﮯG ﮩ?ﮟp completely negate x ﮨM MG  ﮨﮯ اسcM ﮨpower struggle Mt =L دJ?QX cG competition اس
Mt cQR  ﮨ?ﮟc=G مJG ?ﮟD student unions environment Mt ﮯA ہt وcG competition cA اZ>?[
cG competition cA اc ﮨ?ﮟ وﮨcM ﮨdebating and literary societies ، ﮨﮯcM ﮨhorticulture society
ہR M Rدp ?=ےD  ﮨﮯ۔J?G part play JQL اJQ?ﮟ اD لJA ﮯ اسp xہ ﮨG  ﮨ?ﮟc=G مJG ﮯ وﮦA ہtو
Z_>?[ ا،=ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG negate xﮯ ﮨAل ﮨﮯ اJKA اJG y]J Mt ںJ ﮨﮯ۔ ﮨimportant yﮩX cX competition
ہ۔R=>k ﮨ?ﮯ۔Jd JpMر ﮨopﮯ اG chapter = اور ﮨcﭩbJAMA =ہ ﮨR ﮨ?ﮯ اورJd JpM ﮨpromote MG A=اL
۔YzJf cS نA=م ارKD ct ہ۔R=>k :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
ﮯR= دG points clearمJ ?=ےD cﮯ ﮨSﮩL ﮯp YzJf x?p = ?ﮉم۔D ہR=>k :cS نAب ارJQt
totally ﮯSﮩL  ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦstudent unions cX cQKt ہG J ںMﮨJd JpJKX ہR MG YzJf x?p = =فf ?ﮟD ﮨ?ﮟ۔
neutral student cX  ﮨﮯ وﮦc رﮨMت ﮨJX Mt cX ?ﮟ اور اcbJQX ﮯp YzJf MﭩX Yt cQR  ?ﮟneutral
دMtMD political student unions ?ﮟD government universities مJ cX ﮨﮯ۔ اc رﮨMت ﮨJX cG unions
Mt  ﮨ?ﮟstudent unions ?ﮯA ?·L Jً¤R= =L ںJت [ﮯ [?ﮟ وﮨJX cG cﭩAرM?pMR cd=اG پO ﮨ?ﮟ۔
student ?ﮟD cﭩAرM?pMR =ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ اJt M ﮨ³K] pJL رJd =L ںJﮯ وﮨQ?ﮩD = ﮨ?ﮟ اور ﮨpolitically active
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being a member of Opposition ?ﮟD  اورJ =وںG yRJz r?ﮟ ان اD M ﮟR=G unions neutral exist
ہ۔R=>k yﮩX party I fully endorse this resolution.

۔YzJf ﮍGJG c[=م وKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
 ﮨﮯ اورc>d M ﮨalready clear تJX  وﮦJ JKﮨJd Jp=G تJX Mt ?ﮟD ?ﮉم۔D ہR=>k :ﮍGJG c[ب وJQt
۔JKﮨJd Jp=G ﮩ?ﮟp ·G ?ﮟD اب
۔YzJf Á ا¹?¸D =مKD ہ۔R=>k :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
Yt ں۔M ﮨJ=G endorse MG resolution  اسtotally ?ﮟD @?>=۔A ?ﮉمD ہR=>k :Á ا¹?¸D بJQt
cbJL student unions cX ?ﮟD universities rﮍX rﮍX cG J?p اور دOxfordM ﮯbJt cG تJX cG Q?pMR
student M  ﮨ?ﮟc=G duties carry on cQL ﮨ?ﮟ اور اc=G peacefully exit  وﮦcX =L ںJ ﮨ?ﮟ اور وﮨcJt
political MG  انYt  ﮨﮯJM ﮨY ہSTUD Z>?[ that is not a big dealJp=G maintain MG  ان،JpJQX MG unions
they are ہG  ﮨﮯJJt O JUR اy] وR ﮨ?ﮟ اور اcJt M ﮨpolitically active  ﮨﮯ اور وﮦJJt JR دے دÆpر
ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟJt ZX political wing  ﮨﮯ اورcJt ZX political union R>ہ وﮦ اSX no more student unions
 انpolitical parties ·G ﮯA cKU]oX ?ﮟD cﭩbJAMA rرJ ﮨﮯ۔ ﮨJJt J?G as a leverage use MG Zt
rرJA yﮩX =?ﮟ۔G ﮩ?ﮟp as a student union use ﮨ?ﮟc=G لJKA اas a leverage MG students
political ہG  ﮨﮯJ>Rﮯ دp x ﮨI am the eye witness and I am the victim as well ?ﮟD universities
ﮯG resolution ?ﮟ اسD  ﮨﮯ۔c=G torture MG ںMM[ ﮯRﮯ ذرG students union =فf ںJ وﮨparty
=L level ﮯG government فh ﮯG political parties ہ انG J ںMﮨJd JQR دsuggestion cQL[?ﮯ ا
=L >ﮯ اور انA=G ہp use =L رM ﮯG leverage MG students union ہ وﮦGJ ﮯbJt cbJ¢[ restriction
students  ںJﮩt >?ﮟ۔A =G ہp affiliation cG xU] cUG JA ﮯG students ہ وﮦGJ ﮯbJt JRJ¢[ ban
cﭩbJAMA وﮦthey have to workﮨ?ﮯJd Jp=G flourish MG  اور انthey must be there ت ﮨﮯJX cG union
so therefore, I totally endorse this resolution.  ﮨﮯc{ reforms  وﮦ، ﮨﮯimportant part R اJG
ہ۔R=>k
۔YzJf ozل اX =مKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
J=G ہ اداR=>k JG ںMKAم دوJ ﮯSﮩL ﮯA YA ?ﮟD ہ۔R=>k JG پO =>?@A ?ﮉمD :ozل اX بJQt
 وﮦMG  اسJ ogD JG resolution Mt  اورJ>Rﮯ دA ازop اoptimistic ﮍاX MG ں اس ]=ار دادMﮩpہ اG ںMﮨ
we were completely aware M  رﮨﮯ ﮯJQX ہ ]=اردادR YR = اور ز،?ﮟD Yt ﮯ۔A completely
obviously ﮨ?ﮯ اورJd cpMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp political affiliation cG ہ انG c ?ﮟbO reservations cG xU] ہ اسG
political affiliation cG ہ انG ﮯA ہt?ﮟ وﮦ اس وT cG ban ںM?G ہR ہG ﮯbJt J>R دMG ?d ا= اس
ہG ﮨ?ﮯJd JpM ﮨalternative ہR سJL رےJ ﮨM If we are coming with the resolution ﮨ?ﮯ۔Jd cpMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp
For that purpose, resolution ۔cMہ ﮨp political affiliation cG ہ انG ?ﮟ ﮯb=واG ensure ﮯU?G xﮨ
the universities and colleges under the national union of ہG  ﮨﮯJ?G clearly mention ﮯp x?ﮟ ﮨD
M ادارﮦ ﮨJUR اRہ اR students. National union of students as exercised in the country like Australia
ہR  اورc Mﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp political affiliation cbMG cG student unions rرJA ہ انG J ﮯb=واG ensure Mt J
these political parties have no political affiliation. So, ہG ﮨﮯJ?G completely mention ﮯp ?ﮟD cX
ہG J ﮯb=واG ensure ·G YA ہR  ادارﮦR اYt ہG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟA تJX cAہ اR ، ﮨ?ﮟreservations rرJA ہR
x ﮨYt =L رM ﮯG لJ¡D  اورJ Mﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp ہSTUD JUR اcbMG M ﮨ?ﮯJd cpMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp political affiliation cbMG
through political ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟbO =G M ﮨgroom Mt ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟURان اoKAJ?A رےJA yﮩX سJL رےJ ﮨM ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟK>Rد
ہG  ﮨﮯstep Jd اyﮩX Rہ اR [?ﮟ ﮨ?ﮟ۔J¡D  اورrرJA yﮩX cUR اور اprocedure such as Mr. Ahsan Iqbal
?ﮟD political parties  وﮦYt  اورthrough this procedure ?ﮟbO =G M ﮨstudents groom ہGJ ہ [?ﮟR xا= ﮨ
ہ۔R=>k  ﮨ?ﮟ۔cM ﮨJ?G requirements cG ہ اسG >?ﮟA A  وﮦM ?ﮟbO
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۔YzJf cS ²kJG =مKD @?>=۔A ?ﮉمD
?d ?ﮟ اسD لJ?h ?=ےD ، ﮨﮯresolution ہR Mt cG جO @?>=۔A ?ﮉمD ہR=>k :cS ²kJG بJQt
J رﮨrole ﮍاX ?ﮟD democratic process JG students union ?ﮟD نJKUGJL ہG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp doubt cbMG M ?ﮟD
ںJﮩR  ﮨ?ﮟbefore the dictators banned them but >?ﮟR دelections ﮯG 60’s and 1970s =پ اO ﮨﮯ۔
M ?ﮟD اسJ?G define ﮯp Á ا¹?¸D ﮯU?t ?ﮟD students unions ہG J ﮍےL JpM ﮨselective JA ڑاM =L
M ﮨpoliticization cG ہ انG ہ ﮨﮯR ہSTUD =L ںJﮩR =¢D ﮨ?ﮯJd JpM ﮨallow MG ہ انG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp doubt cbMG
campuses ہG  ﮨﮯJM ﮨJ?G =L and once you allow the politicization of the students unions  ﮨﮯcJt
پO Yt ہG  ﮨﮯdifference cﮩR اورJﮩG cX ﮯp x?p = ﮯU?t  ﮨ?ﮟcampuses ہ وﮦG ﮯK¢[ ﮩ?ﮟp ﮯURا
ﮯp Z?pMR cbMG cUR اMG پO =L ںJ وﮨM cG cpJKUGJL ﮟ ﮯ اورR=G تJX cG Oxford student unions
ﮯp ?ﮟD ۔M ﮨaffiliated ﮯA cرﭨJL  اورcUG cGUK JR M ﮨlabour party affiliated Mt c ﮯSD
،= رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG oppose ·G = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اورG endorse گM[ ·G ﮯA cرﭨJL r=?D ہG J>R دpersonally
ہG ﮨ?ﮯJd JpM ﮨmechanism R?ﮟ اD ہ اسG J ؤںJt =L رشJ¿A cG YzJf Á ا¹?¸D =L رM c?ﮟ ذاD
M ﮨcbMG فh ﮯG students union ہG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp لJ?h ?=اD ہG ںM?G Mہ ﮨp politicization allow cG ان
ہG ںM?G J
student unions do promote the democratic process. So, I am personally moderate on this
resolution. Thank you.
Madam Speaker: Moderate, you have not defined your stance.
Mr. Kashif Ali: I would agree with Matehullah that there should be a mechanism defined
in this resolution
ﮟ۔R=G refrain MG political parties پO ہG
Hon. Member: Point of personal explanation.
Madam Speaker: Denied. Mohterma Prime Minister sahiba.
ںMp دوMG resolution ہ اسG ہ ﮨﮯR تJX oQbO شMh دﮦJRﮯ زA YA =L ںJﮩR :=ﭩUQD xb=اL ہD=KD
³>[JX  ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦcbO reservations Mt ﮯA  =فcG Z_RزML اZ>?[ J? J?G رٹM@A ﮯA  =فcG parties
political affiliation cG ہ انG ہ ﮨﮯR  ﮨﮯ وﮦJM ﮨz{ ¸=ﮦh ﮍاX MG student unions rرJ ﮨ، ﮨ?ﮟvalid
cUG JR ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp reservation cX cbMG JURﮯ وﮦ اG ۔ اسJ>A Jt JGﮩ?ﮟ رp check and balance =L
cbMG MG cUG =L yRدJ± اcG  اسJRﮨ?ﮯJd cpMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp student unions ہG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp =اضK= اL  اسMG

M M=اض ﮨKا
I would like to request you to refer this matter to the Law Ministry to legislate upon this
resolution and cover with the strategy how they can keep check and balance on refraining the
political affiliations of student unions.
(Applause)
Madam Speaker: Now I put the resolution to the House:
“This House is of the opinion that student unions having no political affiliation
should be allowed to operate in universities and colleges under the National
Union of Students to which all student unions across the country must be
affiliated. So that the democracy could strengthen and a new breed of leadership
could emerge.”
(Resolution was carried)
Madam Speaker: Resultantly the resolution stands carried. Now going to move on to Item
No.7 on our agenda. There is Nabeela Jafar, Mr. Asadullah Chattah, Mr. Rafiullah Kakar, Mr.
Mateenullah Karim and Mr. Asad Ali Kakar would like to move resolution. Please on behalf of
everyone who is moving resolution
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¿=۔t ہS?¤p D ct = دے۔G present =ﮦ اoQX Rا
Miss Nabeela Jafar: I present following;
“This House is of the opinion that the legal framework in FATA, Frontier, Primes
Regulations which is called FCR which is more than a century old and inadequate
governance system to make the administrative needs of the region though we
appreciate the extension of political parties order to FATA but its positive impact
is not coming up due to the presence of same old, biased and ineffective political
administration. Moreover voters in FATA don’t enjoy the same legislative
representation or accountability as other citizens because Article 247 of the
Constitution prevents FATA MNAs’ from legislating for their areas. Therefore a
Presidential Executive Order should be extended there through Penal Code to
replace FCR with FATA’s Council as a short term solution in order to initiate a
process of bringing FATA into mainstream politics.”
ہgz JG نJKUGJL ﮯA  =حG FATA ہG c ںMﮨJd JQR دhistorical overview ·G JG = اسL ںJﮩR ?ﮟD
JA ﮯG نJKUGJL ﮯp >SD 600 ﮯG JﭨJ± y ﮯG Independence of India Act 1947 Yt J JQX
R?ﮟ اD JﭨJ± ?ﮟD ﮯ دورG British ?ﮟD 1901 ہG J? Mہ ﮨR ہSTUD =L ںJﮩR Z>?[ J?G accession announce
reforms صJh cbMG ?ﮟD 65 years ?ﮟD ۔ اسJ رﮨcontinue  اور وﮦJ J? J?G FCR system promulgate
R?ﮟ اD ﮯ ﮯ۔ اسb{ reforms c]= ?ﮟ دوD  اسr زردارcS ²fO رof ﮯSﮩL لJA ۔ دوcbMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp
?ﮟD ﮯ دورG _=فD ہR ۔J اM ﮨintroduce JG extension of political parties order 2002 ہG c reform
reform  اورR اoX ﮯG ۔ اسJ?G ﮩ?ﮟp مJG cbMG =L ﮯ اسp yDM>z cG y] اس وZ>?[ J اM ﮨintroduce
accession in  ﮨﮯcbO reform  اورRﮯ وﮦ اG  اور اسit was promulgated in 2011  اورc cbO
cbMG =L suspicion basis ہ وﮦG  ﮨﮯJ? J?G allow ہR MG cDرO y ﮯG t aid of civil power 2011
 وﮦMG  انwith the terrorist groups, organization M ﮨnexus cbMG JG  انJR M ﮨsuspected militant cX
unknown place cUG MG  اسwithout investigation JR without interrogation ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اورK>A =G arrest
ÎX MG ہ انG  ﮨﮯJ? J?G procedure define cbMG ﮯ [?ﮯG  انoX ﮯG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اور اسK>A G رMG اس
ﮯbJt J?G ¿ﭧk ?ﮟD =ﭩQA ﮯAinterment centre MG = انL اورJ ﮯbJt JG?ﮟ رD interment centre ?ﮟD
cT M ﮨpolitical activities allow =L ںJ=ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ اب وﮨG appreciate گM[ ﮯG JﭨJ± MG reform ۔ اسJ
cG  ﮨﮯ۔ انc رﮨM ﮨpolitical understanding MG ںMM[ ، ﮨﮯJ رﮨM=وع ﮨk process Rﮯ اA ﮨ?ﮟ اس
?=تgX cAJ?A JR رMk cAJ?A JA ڑاM ﮯA ہt وcG  ﮨ?ﮟ اسcM ﮨmeetings JA ﮯG parties rﮍX
 ﮨﮯpartially =فf ہR ، ﮨﮯc±JGJp Extension of Political Parties Order ہR Z>?[  ﮨ?ﮟc رﮨO ?ﮟD ںMM[
powers ﮯQس اJL ﮯG political agent =L ںJﮩt ،J M ﮨJ رﮨxﭩUA JU?t FCR  Yt =L ںJ>ہ وﮨpM?G
ہR ?ﮟD رتMf  ﮨ?ﮟ اسpowers رےJA financial administrative, Judicial سJL ﮯG  اس،ں ﮯMﮨ
= اJK>A =G مJG ﮯA ?» =حf c ﮨY ہR ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯ۔p Extension of Political Parties Order workable
Local R= اL ںJاور وﮨJ ﮯbJt J?G reduce MG  ﮨ?ﮟ اسpowers Mt cG political agent =L ںJوﮨ
Mt ہG ہ ﮨﮯR تJX r=A اور دوM= ﮨL urgent basis cX ﮯ وﮦbJt cb=اG Government Body introduce
 اسM c M ﮨtribal agency representation = ﮨ،ﮯA ZR ﮨ= ر،J M ﮨLocal Government Body System
رتMf cG ³UpMG JﭨJ± Rﮟ ﮯ اور وﮦ اR=G representative elect R اJQLﮯ [?ﮯ اQLگ اM[  وﮦoX ﮯG
 وﮦc M ﮨ³UpMG JﭨJ± Mt  اورJ ﮯb=G leader/head lead JG  اسMG t  ﮨﮯJK>A ZX elected House ?ﮟD
cG JﭨJ± ﮯ وا[ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔QR دstatus J?G ?ﮟD future x ﮨMG JﭨJ± ہG J  [ﮯdecision ﮯ [?ﮯG status ﮯG JﭨJ± =L
Local =L ںJہ وﮨG ﮦ رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟJd ںM?G x ﮨ،ںM ﮨcﮦ رﮨJd Jp=G highlight ?ﮟD MG Zt  ﮨ?ﮟproblems ·G
= ﮨJR=R وﮦ ا،J M ﮨJ?G visit JG JﭨJ± ﮯp ںMM[ xG yﮩX ﮯA ?ﮟD پO ﮯ۔bJt O Government Body System
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SKD ﮯG ںMM[ ﮯG ںJ وﮨ، ﮨﮯtalent =L ںJ وﮨ، ﮨ?ﮟnatural resources =L ںJ وﮨ، ﮨﮯrich ﮯA =ح
گM[ ﮯG JﭨJ± ہG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮍهL ?ﮟD روںJ¤h اJR ?ﮟD ںMXJKG =¡G اx ﮨMt  ﮨ?ﮟcT cG mis-create ﮟR?d ·G
JA ﮯG ںMM[  وﮦ،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮨJd JQ رﮨÆ[ وﮦ اwith the rest of the society, ﮯKﮨJd JpMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp amalgamate
ﮯ [ﮩ¶اK>A ﮩ?ﮟ رﮦp JA ﮯG cﭩbJAMA rرJ وﮦ ﮨ،ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp flexibility ?ﮟD  ان، ﮨ?ﮟfears  وﮦ، ﮨ?ﮟrestrict
rرJA گM[ ب! ا= وﮦJQt  ﮨﮯ۔S myth ہR ﮯ۔bJt JG رc?ﮟ ﮨD semi-autonomous status R اMG ان
=G O =L ںJﮩR ?ﮟD settled areas c]JX cG نJKUGJL گM[  ا= وﮦ،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟK>AJt ?ﮟD [JD ²SKnD ﮯG J?pد
=ت ﮨ?_ہ ﮨJX ہR ﮯ۔K>A ﮩ?ﮟ رﮦp ?ﮟD ﮯ ]ﮯQL وﮦ اJ?G M ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟK>A  رﮦpeacefully JA ﮯG ںMM[
cMﮯ ﮨRﮯ ذرG روںJ¤h=ف اf  وﮦM  ﮨﮯcM ﮨresearch =L ںMM[ ﮯG JﭨJ±  ﮨﮯ اورcJt cG =L رمM±
anthro- =L ںJ وﮨcG ںMM[ =G Jt ںJد وﮨMh ﮯp cUG c¤G ، ﮨﮯcMﮯ ﮨRﮯ ذرG JR?ﮉD  وﮦ،ﮨﮯ
Jﮩ?ﮟ رﮨp  وﮦJ JﭨJ± Mt لJA 100 >ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اورd لoX {تJz ہ ابG  ﮨﮯcbMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp chorological study
ﭧG ﮯA J?p دc ﮨ³>[JX گM[ ہ وﮦG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨ?ﮟp xG cX ﮯQ اZ>?[  ﮨ?ﮟxG sources of information =ﮨﮯ۔ ا
Z_?[MLJL cG JﭨJ± ہG ںM ﮨcKﮨJd JpJKX MG ؤسJ? ﮨd  اورR?ﮟ اD ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯ۔p JKL cX ·G MG ف ﮨ?ﮟ اور انO
3% x ﮨ?ﮟ۔ ا= ﮨ2 to 3% =فf miscreants ?ﮟD population cG five million  ﮨﮯ اور اسfive million
xہ ﮨG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮩG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اورKR= دG terrorists consider MG ںMM[ ﮯG JﭨJ± رےJA =Lbasis cG miscreants
cG ںJﮩR ہR چ ﮨﮯ۔MA rرJ ﮨcX ہR M ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟK>A JQX ﮩ?ﮟp regular governance structure cbMG =L ںJوﮨ
ہG  ﮨ?ﮟcO ﮯQDJA ﮟR?d rرJA yﮩX ﮯ [?ﮯG  ﮨﮯ۔ اسcچ رﮨMA =G ?ﭩX ںJﮩRدJXO مA اMt چ ﮨﮯMA
ﮯG ﮯQ?[ on board M ﮯ وا[ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟQR دstatus J?G MG JﭨJ± xہ ﮨG ﮯbJt J?[ on board MG ںMM[ ﮯG ںJوﮨ
MG  اسogD ultimate راJ?ﮟ ﮨD long run ہG ںM ﮨcKﮨJd Jp=G suggest cX ہR ?ﮟD =L ںJﮩR [?ﮯ
xﮯ [?ﮯ ﮨG ﮯp=G fill MG  ﮨﮯ اسadministrative gap Mt ?ﮟD short run Z>?[  ﮨﮯJG ﮯpJQX province
ﮯG ںJہ وﮨG c ںMﮨJd JQﮩG ?d  اورR?ﮟ اD ﮯ [?ﮯG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ اسKﮨJd =L ںJ وﮨLocal Government
ﮉمp=¿Rﮟ اور اس رR=وا دG referendum JG ہ انG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟK>A =G ہR xﮯ [?ﮯ ﮨG ﮯQ?[ on board MG ںMM[
J?G ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ؟KﮨJd JpM ﮨmerge JA ﮯG KPK  وﮦJ?G ہG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟK>A  دےoptions cG  =حZ? MG  انx?ﮟ ﮨD
 اس =حM ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮨJd Jp=G maintain MG xﭩUA ﮯG FCR  وﮦJ?G ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ؟KﮨJd JQ رﮨindependently وﮦ
تJX =L  اسoRD ہ وﮦG ںM ﮨcKﮩG MG Á ا¹?¸D ?ﮟD oX ﮯG  ﮨﮯ۔ اسJK>A M ﮨprocedure R اcX ہR ﮯA
ہ۔R=>k ﮟ۔R=G
Madam Speaker: Please don’t refer someone else on your behalf.

۔YzJf Á ا¹?¸D =مKD ct ۔c =وںG J?[ =G call cد ﮨMh ?ﮟD
·G JA ﮯG ا[ﮯMz ﮯG ہ۔ اس ]=اردادR=>k yﮩX JG پO ! =>?@A ?ﮉمD :Á ا¹?¸D بJQt
MG procedure =L ںJﮩR ?ﮟD  ﮨﮯ۔procedure  اورprocess R ﮨﮯ اور اcX solution ، ﮨ?ﮟsuggestions
R اcG ںMM[  ﮨﮯوﮦJpJQX province MG ultimate goal FATA راJ۔ ﮨJ ںMﮨJd Jp=G define ·G
 اسM  ﮨﮯJ?G =ہtJQL?ﮟ اD دJXO مA اcX c¤G Yt ﮯp representatives ﮯG ³UpMG JﭨJ±  ﮨﮯ۔demand
ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp easy step R اJpJQX province MG JﭨJ± ﮯ۔bJt JRJQX province MG JﭨJ± ہG  ﮨﮯcG demand cﮩR ?ﮟD
ﮩ?ﮟp structure =L ںJ وﮨ،ﮟR دJQX province MG ?ﮟ اور اسbO  [ﮯconstitutional amendment  دمÐپ اO ہG
ﮯKG= رÑpoD MG ?وںd rرJA  انM ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨ?ﮟp economic revenue generation resources =L ںJ وﮨ،ﮨﮯ
ہG we hope M ﮯbJt d = اy ﮯG =·G=ﭩA  ﮨﮯ اور اسJ?G structure define Rﮯ اp xﮯ ﮨbMﮨ
?ﮟD first stage ﮯG =·G=ﭩA  ﮨﮯ۔ اسJK>A Jt JR دy ﮯG status Constitution R اoSt  ازoSt MG JﭨJ±
> ﮨ?ﮟSD JR  ﮨﮯchieftains Mt ﮯG ںJ وﮨ،ﮯbJt JR=واG introduce MG political elected bodies =L ںJوﮨ
ﮯQLﮯ اG JﭨJ± Mt ﮯA politically elected bodies RﮯاbJt J?G replace MG  ﮨﮯ انpolitical agent JR
=L ںJﮯ۔ وﮨbJt JR=واG policing system introduce Mt =L ںJ وﮨSecondly ۔M ﮨcG elect cﮯ ﮨp ںMM[
judicial R= اL ںJپ وﮨO Thirdly ﮯ۔bJt cb=واG security ensure =L ںJ وﮨ،?ﮟbJt ﮯbJQX police stations
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R اpowers rرJA  وﮦjudicial, executive and legislative y] اس و،?ﮟb=واG setup introduce
³L ﮯG ﮯ اسG =G minimize MG powers rرJA ?ﮟ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ انD Jﮯ ﮨG bureaucrat  اورpolitical agent
and the judicial structure is ﮯbJt JRJQX =·G=ﭩA Rﮯ [?ﮯ اG ﮯpJ·QﮩL ﮯA ﮯR= ﮯdام  اM
the most important in that.

YS¸D JG پO ﮯA  اسM = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG تJX cG minimization cG powers پO :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
 ﮨﮯ۔separation
judicial setup is one of the M c M ﮨseparation cG powers  انYt ۔ct :Á ا¹?¸D بJQt
r=·ﮩG ¹Sº cQR ?ﮟbJt cG powers transfercG  اسMG most important. Fourthly Administration
ہGJﮯbJt J?G bureaucratic setup install راML R= اL ںJ?ﮟ اور وﮨbJt ﮯbJQX رٹ و ?=ﮦMG اور
then we M ﮨJ>d M ﮨprocess راJA ہR Yt ۔ ابMہ ﮨp problem create cbMG cX =L administration level
?ﮟD oX =L ?ﮟD will move forward to the constitutional status of FATA. Constitutional setup
oX ﮯG  اسthat now FATA is capable enough to be made a separate province ?ﮟbJt cb{ changes
then you have referendum over there. We believe in democracy being JJRJKX ﮯp ?¤p ہG ﮯU?t
ﮯGdemocratic setup رےML R= اL ںJپ وﮨO the member of Blue Party, we believe in democracy
and they will mark J JﮩG ﮯp ?¤p ﮯU?t ﮟR دoptions Z? ?ﮟ وﮦD ?ﮟ اسb=واG referendum R اy
=ﮯG demand رJX رJX  وﮦcG t one of the them which would probably be a separate province
rرJA ہR MG JﭨJ± = اthe biggest question is =L ںJﮩR then you can constitutionally move.رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ
=G maintain MG دMh economically JﭨJ± J?G M ﮯbJt cX JR دstructure reform ?ﮟbJt cX rﮟ دR?d
=G survive پO ﮯQL اas a province ہ وﮦG J ﮯbJL =G cQ اrevenue generation دMh  وﮦJ?GJ ﮯbJL
suggestions and solutions ·G ﮯ [?ﮯG  اس،>ﮯA =G maintainMG =·G=ﭩA رےML ﮯQL>ﮯ اور اA
economic plans ﮯ دوG 5 years پO ﮯ [?ﮯG First of all FATA ۔J ںMﮨJd Jp=G ?L ?ﮟD ?ﮟpﮨ?ﮟ ا
economic ﮯ دوG five years cX ﮯ [?ﮯG JﭨJ± پO ،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟJQX =L country level پO ہG ﮯU?t ?ﮟbJQX
ﮯbJt JR=واG ³ =L  اس،ﮯbJt J?G follow MG ﮯ انA ﮯR= »?f full-fledged ?ﮟ اورbJQX plans
?ﮯG carry ﮯA ﮯR= »?f MG  ﮨ?ﮟ انfollowing points Mt ?ﮟD ہ اسG and that will ensure
ﮦobJ± دﮦJR زyﮩX ﮯA trade transit پO=L ںJﮩt د ﮨﮯMtMD =L ہ¢t cUR اstrategically JﭨJ± ،١=¤p ?ﮟ۔bJt
=G xbJ] trade route JA ﮯG نJKUpJÊ± ا،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟK>A =G cX revenue generation ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اورK>A Jاﭨ
tourism پO ?ﮟD JﭨJ± =G =واG security ensure =L ںJ وﮨFifthly Tourism, FATA is a pretty place ﮯ۔G
you should provide a  ﮨ?ﮟnatural resources =L ںJ وﮨSixthly ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔K>A =واG promote MG
³D handsome amount of revenue Rﮯ اA  اور اسmechanism to exploit those natural resources
ﮯbJt J?G mechanism setup Rﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ اKSD ﮯG cا[ﭩMG cS اdry fruits and fruits ?ﮟD JﭨJ±  ﮨﮯ۔cK>A
demand ?ﮟD international market cG  ان،ﮯbJt JR=واG introduce =L international standard MG ہ انG
،ﮯbJt cbJQX market R= اL ںJﮯ[?ﮯ وﮨG  ﮨﮯ۔ انJM ﮨJG cا[ﭩMG cS اdry fruit JG ںJ ﮨﮯ۔ وﮨcK>A Mﮨ
ہR ںJہ وﮨGJ ﮯbJt r دfacility MG ںMM[ ﮯG  ان،ﮯbJt J?G channalize MG ﮯ انA ﮯR= proper
>?ﮟ۔A Jt cbJ·QﮩL ﮟR?d
 وﮦJ =ےG  اداfundamental role Mt role ﮍاX yﮩX R?ﮟ اD processes رےJA ب! انJQt
،ﮟ ﮯR=G ﮩ?ﮟp education provide =L ںJپ وﮨO structurally  Yt  ﮨﮯJG education system
R۔ اc M ﮨmyth R اJp=G achieve MG goals   انY?ﮟ ﮯbJQX ﮩ?ﮟp xﭩUA R اJG education
=ہ اG J ﮯS>p plus point Mt ﮯA process رےJA ۔ اسc M ﮨideologically myth statement
ہ اسGMt obviously unemployment M ﮯbJt JR=واG introduce ہKUﮨO ہKUﮨO MG economic reforms
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 ﮨﮯ وﮦSKD ﮯG ﮯQﮍهXmanpower cGTTP Mt reason  اورR ا، ﮨﮯissue ﮍاX yﮩX JG JﭨJ± y]و
So that is from my side. Thank you.۔J ﮯbJt M ﮨresolve Áء اJ_p اcXissue
۔YzJf سJ¤ =AJR =مKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
 ﮨ?ﮟ اورcbM?ﮟ ﮨJX rرJA c±JG =L عMºMD ?ﮉم! اسD @?>=۔A ?ﮉمD ہR=>k : سJ¤ =AJR بJQt
Jp=G ?ﮟJX ·G دMtوJX ﮯG ?ﮟ اسD Z>?[ Jﮩ?ﮟ رﮨp M MG ﮯQﮩG ·G  اب،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟbO cX solutions ·G
ہR Mہ ﮨSTUD JG نJKUKSX y¢S JR M ﮨissue JG =?_G JR M ﮨJﭨJ± اﮦ وﮦMh  ﮨ?ﮟissues Mt ہR ں۔ ابM ﮨJKﮨJd
 انx ﮨ،ﮟ ﮯR=G ﮩ?ﮟp solve MG issues  انxہ ﮨﮯ ا= ﮨ¤ دهR= اL flourishing democracy ?ﮟD نJKUGJL
ہG  =حt =ﮯ رﮨ?ﮟ ﮯG ignore MG  ﮨ?_ہ انxﮟ ﮯ اور ﮨRﮩ?ﮟ دp constitutional rights MG ںMM[
=G MG ںMM[ ﮯG GB x ﮨ،= رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG MG ںMM[ ﮯG =?_G  اب،= رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG MG ںMM[ ﮯG JﭨJ± xﮨ
at  ﮨﮯ اورcK>A Jt ﮯO ?ﮟD ںMQD »?fdemocracy ہG JKA ﮩ?ﮟp ?ﮟD {تJz ?ﮟ انD رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔
political agent has been =L ںJ وﮨ،= رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG تJX cG نMpJ] [ﮯJG Mt FCR =L ںJﮩR the same time
YS¸D ، ﮨﮯJ=G مJG =L رM ﮯG اoh ÁJX ذMJp political agent M ںJہ وﮨG given an immense power
It is  ﮨﮯ۔J=G لJKAف اh ﮯG ںMM[ c¤G c¤G  وﮦMt  ﮨ?ﮟpowers دﮦJR زcQس اJL ﮯG ہ اسG ﮨﮯ
now necessary that instead of empowering those political agents, there should be reforms at the
proper ﮯ اورbJt J?G لJX MG administrative setup and DMG setup =L ںJﮩt grass route level
mainstream political Mt cG نJKUGJL at the same time ،ﮯbJt J?G لJX =L ںJ وﮨMG judicial system
yDM>z M  ﮨﮯcM=ورت ﮨº cG ﮯ ووٹG  انYt MG Senators  اورMNAs ﮯG JﭨJ±  ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦparties
تJX cG yDM>z cG JﭨJ± Yt at the same time Z>?[  ﮨﮯcJt Mر ﮨJ? MG ﮯp=G ·G yﮩX ﮯ [?ﮯG ان
cG votes Yt  ﮨﮯ۔JJt J?[ ڑMD ہQD ﮯA = انL M  ﮨﮯcO تJX cG rights ﮯG JﭨJ±  ﮨﮯ اورcO
they all the way travel to FATA just to assure that they will vote for their parties cM=ورت ﮨº
economic دﮦJR زyﮩX =L ںJہ وﮨG J?G =Gﮯ ذp Á ا¹?¸D ? اور¤p ہG ﮯU?t and at the same time
Gilgit Biltistan is once being haven for tourism  ﮨﮯcﮩR cX ہSTUD ?ﮟD نJKUGJL  ﮨ?ﮟ۔opportunities
industry is not presenting a healthy situation over there and the same situation is in FATA.
and at the same  ﮨﮯcK>A ZX picnic spot ﮟR=KﮩX Rہ اR  [ﮩ¶اFATA is also one of the picnic spots
Mﮍے ﮨG =L ؤںJL ﮯQLﮯ وﮦ اRﮯ ذرG  اسcQR cG تJX ﮯp Á ا¹?¸D cG time economic resources
ہG ﮨ?ﮯJd cpM ﮨwill power R?ﮟ اD =ﭩQA  اورpolitical leadership rرJہ ﮨG ہ ﮨﮯR ہSTUD ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔K>A
they cannot emasculate the power of the other people, they have to decentralize the power. So, it
is high time that the government of Pakistan should decentralize the power and should grant
FATA a separate province. Thank you.

۔YzJf Jﭩd ÁاoA=م اKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
³d JKL ہGJ J ؤںJt ?ﮟD ÓRرJ JA ڑاM ?ﮟD !?ﮉمD @?>=۔A ?ﮉمD ہR=>k :Jﭩd Á اoAب اJQt
FCR  ﮨﮯ۔J?G western agenda ?·ﮯL ﮯG  اور اسJJ? JRJQX ںM?G specific area R اMG JﭨJ± ہG >ﮯA
current Mt  ?ﮟagencies Mt رopﮯ اG  ﮨﮯ۔ اسBritish Rule JG 1901ہR (Frontier Crime Regulation)
sub- رےML c]JX legal system JG  اور انJ JR دseparate status R اMG  ان،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟO ﮯA KPK
ام ﮯ اسM Mt ﮯG JﭨJ± y]ت ?ﮟ۔ اس وJﮨMt· وG cG ۔ اسJ J? JG رseparate ﮯA continent
basically bureaucrats Mt ?ﮯG directly political agents appoint ﮯp ںMﮩpﮯ [?ﮯ اG ﮯp=G MXJ] MG
hold =L S¤L cG => ادهSD = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اورG appoint MG political agents further Maliks ،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟMﮨ
رےJﮯ ﮨA ںJ اب وﮨ، ﮨﮯS¤L Mt cG =ہ ادهG  ﮨﮯJQX issue ہR ?ﮟD cل ﮨJz cX رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ اGر
Article 247 ہG ہ ﮨﮯR issue Z>?[  رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟM ﮨelect cX Senators  رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اورM ﮨelect cX MNAs
implementable رopﮯ اG JﭨJ±  ﮨﮯ وﮦcJQX Parliament of Pakistan rرJ ﮨlegislation cX Mt y ﮯG
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MG JﭨJ± ہG ہ ﮨﮯR ogD JG ﮯp{ MG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯ۔ اس ]=ارد ادp c ﮨJMر ﮨopﮯ اG JﭨJ±  اقJG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯ اسp
ﮯG رےJA  ﮨﮯ وﮦcJQX Parliament of Pakistan rرJ ﮨZ?pاM] Mt Mt ﮯ اورbJt JR{ ?ﮟD رےJ دهcDM]
cbM ﮨcQX monarch cG ﭧQR ا³>?[?ﭩML cG xU] R اcX?ﮟ اور اده= اbJt ?ﮯG extend?ﮟD JﭨJ± رےJA
Mt cG =ﮨ?ﮯ اور ادهJd cpM ﮨproper devolution of power Rﮯ اG =G xKh MG  اسcG >SD ﮨﮯ اور
ہR main objective JG coalition ?ﮟD ﮨ?ﮯ۔ اسJd JpM ﮨ³fJz z JG cp>=اz =Lﮯ اوQL اMG ام ﮨﮯ انM
ﮯG ﮯاسbO ﮯG presidential executive order Gilgit Biltistan ہG J>R?ﮟ دD 2009 ?ﮟD cل ﮨJz ﮨﮯ۔ اب
، ﮨﮯJ? JRJQX JG نJKUKSX y¢S structure JG  =حt =Lﮯ اوG pattern cAہ اG ﮦ رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟJd cﮩR xر ﮨopا
ہG Mt c M ﮨ³UpMG R اcQL اcG ں انJہ وﮨG  ﮨﮯJ? JR دے دalmost semi provincial status ﮯAا
J M= ﮨpرM JQL اJG  انoX ﮯG  اس،c Mﭧ ﮨQpرM cQL اcG  انcG ںJ وﮨoX ﮯG ں ﮯ اسM ﮨelectable
 ﮨﮯ۔J رﮨM?ﮟ ﮨD ںMXMf روںJd c]JX ہG  =حt ﮟ ﮯR=G governance =L ںJہ وﮨGMt J M ﮨCM اور
2/3 ﮯ [?ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG t ﮨﮯcﮍL cp=G amendment ?ﮟD Constitution ﮯ [?ﮯG ﮯpJQX provinces ﮨ?ﮟ
=G ﮩ?ﮟp cX constitutional amendment cbMG ﭧQ?[رJL rرJ ﮨat the moment ﮨ?ﮯ اورJd majority
 ﮨﮯ اورsuggestion ہR rرJ ﮨFor the time being  ﮨﮯ۔c>d M ﮨdissolve cS¤A ا³Q_?p >ہpM?G cK>A
presidential رopﮯ اG JﭨJ± ہG =ےG consider ﮯA اJA ﮯG ﮯ دلSG cX Z_RزMLہ اG =ےG Áا
امM ﮯG =ہ ادهGJ J JRO =L نJKUKSX y¢S =L lines Zt =L lines ﮩ?ﮟp اsame ﮨ?ﮯJd JpO executive order
provincial R اMG JﭨJ± ﮯ اورbJt cG amendment ?ﮟD Constitution ?ﮟD ³¤KUD ﮯ اورSD z JG  انMG
@?>=۔A ?ﮉمD ہR=>k  ﮨﮯ۔cG سJL  ]=اردادRﮯ اp انMR اcAں اMA=L JR ³G oRJk ہGMt ﮯbJt JR دstatus
Madam Speaker: Now is there anyone from the Green Party to speak? Yes, Mohterm
Hasham Malik sahib.
ﮨ?ﮯ۔Jd Jp=G support ﮯUt  ﮨﮯresolution cd اR ا³>[JX ہR ?ﮉم۔D ہR=>k :SD مJ_ب ﮨJQt

o?Q ،ںM ﮨJﮦ رﮨJd Jp=G ا{تMA oQd ?ﮟD Z>?[ ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp =اضK اcbMG SKD ﮯG ?=ا اس ]=اردادD
ﮯ [?ﮯ اس =فG JﭨJ± ہKUﮨO ہKUﮨO x ﮨYt ہG J ںMﮨJd JQdML ہR ?ﮟD ﮩ?ﮟ۔p ﮯA ogD ﮯG o?Q ﮯb=اX
ﮯSﮩL ﮯA  اسM ﮟ ﮯR=G kMG cG ﮯp=G empower MG  اسx =ح ﮨcG GB model ﮍه?ﮟ ﮯX
?ﮟD tax net  =حcG ³GM[ ہG  ﮨﮯJK¢[ MG پO ۔ ابc M=ورت ﮨº cG ﮯp=G regulate MG ?وںd ﮨ?ﮟ
Zt ﮟ ﮨ?ﮟR?d cG ہ اس =حR ہ ﮨﮯ۔STUD JG line losses cG  =حt =L ?ﮉbJA c[ واct=p= اL JR JpO
JA ﮯp x ﮨcX MG ?وںd >ہ انpM?G  ﮨﮯpossibility cQKG cG ﮯpO resistance ﮯA  =فcG ﮯ انA
 =حt ?ﮟbO ﮩ?ﮟp ?ﮟD tax net  cX ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦ اindustries Mt cG ہ انG  ﮨﮯJQG?ﮟ رD mind JA
energy cQL اxہ ﮨG J M ﮨ³DJk JQKG concept JG ﮯ انA ?ﮉbJA  اسM  ﮨﮯeven trade JR cM ﮨcG ﮯSAا
ںM ﮨJKA ?ﮟD ﮨ?ﮯ۔Jd JpJt cX ہ ﮨ?ﮟ اس =فG ہ ﮨﮯR YS¸D ،ﮟR دSX ﮯG cSX ﮯQL?ﮟ اD sector
=L ?d  ﮨﮯ۔ اسz cX JG {ﮯ واQﮯ رﮨG JﭨJ± c ﮨJQ ﮨﮯ اz JG r=ﮩk ﮯG rﮉQL JR رM {ﮨJQKt ہG
cG ?d R اhistorically MG ںMM[ ہ انG ںM ﮨJﮩہ رﮨG ہR =فf ?ﮟD ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯ۔p =اضK اcbMG ﮯD
 وﮦYt M ﮯA  =حcX cUG JRﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp ?ﮟD tax net ?ﮟ اورD regulation ہG ںM?G  ﮨﮯcT ﮍL دتJ
JA ﮯG ?وںd  انMG  انM ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKQX ہgz JG KPK JR ﮨﮯJKQX ہXMf R اadministratively cرا ﮨML
ﮯG ?وںd cG  اس =حxہ ﮨG  ﮨ?ﮟcº راJR  ﮨ?ﮟwilling ﮯ [?ﮯG ?d  وﮦ اسJ?GJ ﮍےL Jp=G adjust
ﮟ ﮯ۔R=G reconcile JA
۔YzJf Á ا¹?¸D =مKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
x۔ ﮨJ ںMﮨJd Jp=G answer =L  ﮨﮯ اسreservation Mt cG YzJf SD مJ_?ﮟ ﮨD :Á ا¹?¸D بJQt
ﮯG security ﮯp x ﮨimportant point ﮍاX yﮩX R?ﮟ اD  اسc r دpolicy statement R اMt ﮯp
ﮯG political elected body Rاور اJ JﮩG ﮯA ا[ﮯMz ﮯG policing system  اورJJﮩG ﮯA ا[ﮯMz
 وﮦYt = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔G تJX YzJf SD مJ_ ﮨMt  ﮨ?ﮟdirectly related ﮟR?d ہ دوR ،J JﮩG ﮯA ا[ﮯMz
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they have to ں ﮯاورMگ ﮨM[ cﮯ ﮨA رopﮯ اG JﭨJ± ?ﮟ ﮯ وﮦbO =G  [ﮯelected bodies cQLہ ا± دRا
SD مJ_ ﮨcG Zt ﮟ ﮯR=G implement xﭩUA  وﮦYt cگ ﮨM[ ﮯQLﮯ اG JﭨJ±  اورensure the security
they will be no doubt successful in that. M فh ﮯG ںMM[ specific = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ انG تJX YzJf
ںJ ﮨﮯ وﮨJJt الMA Yt JG military intervention R اJR  ﮨﮯJJt ںJال وﮨMA JG foreign element Rا
ںJ ﮨﮯ اور وﮨJJt ںJ وﮨYt presidential order JR  ﮨﮯJ=G kMG cG ﮯp=واG implement ﮟR?d =L
cQLگ ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦ اM[ ³GM[ ،ﮨ?ﮟlocal tribes M  ﮨﮯJ=G kMG cG ﮯp=واG implement ﮟR?d ہR ہXMf
ﮯG ںJپ وﮨO Yt ﮯ۔JL =G ﮩ?ﮟp accept ،ﮯJL =G ﮩ?ﮟp xÔ ﮨMG ?d ﮯ اسbMﮯ ﮨK?ﮟ رﮨD traditions
ﮯA  ںMM[ ﮯG ںJﮯ وﮨRﮯ ذرG setup cG ںJ= وﮨG ?ﮟ ڈالD administration cG ںJ وﮨ،MG ںMM[
JKSd ?ﮟD رM {ﮨ، ﮨﮯJKSd ?ﮟD بJQL ہG ﮯU?t everything will go smooth M ?ﮟ ﮯb=واG implement
everything will be the way like that. Thank you. ،ﮨﮯ

۔YzJf cS ²kJG =مKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
ں اورM ﮨJ=G appreciate MG ?ﮟ اس ]=ار دادD @?>=۔A ?ﮉمD ہR=>k yﮩX :cS ²kJG =مKD
=L ۔ اسc =ےG support MG  اسcX Opposition ہG =ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG o?D اxہ ﮨG JﮩG ﮯp YzJf Jﭩd ÁاoAا
cX remind MG پO M ?ﮟD ،= رﮨﮯG ﮩ?ﮟp support =فf x ﮨcG د ﮨ?ﮟ اسJ¿D c>SD M_R اMt Á اxUX MA
cAﮯ اSﮩL ﮯ دو دنp xہ ﮨG J important JQ اM_R اJﭨJ±  اورFATA reforms M ?=ے [?ﮯD ہG =ا دوںG
 ﮨﮯimportant JQ اM ہR ?=ےD ﮨ?ﮯ۔ اس [?ﮯJd JpM ﮨreforms JﭨJ± ہG c cG policy present ?ﮟD ؤسJﮨ
Jﭩd Á اoA اور اÁ ا¹?¸D جO ،?ﮟbM?ﮟ ﮨJX cG solution c±JG  اورresolution ہ وﮦG I am glad اور
since my party has ہGJ =وںG personally request ﮯA پO ?ﮟD ۔J?[ مJG ﮯA فJgp اcX ﮯp YzJf
J =وںG request ﮯA پO ?ﮟD worked on it under the supervision of my Interior Shadow Minister.
MG ہ انG because she has all the reforms ﮟR=G conclude =L behalf ?=ےD ہG ﮩ?ﮟG MG پ انO ہG
?ﮟ ﮯ۔b=واG cX answer
Madam Speaker: Right. Mohterm Ijaz Sarwar sahib.
it ہG  ﮨﮯcbM ﮨckMh rﮍX =G ﮍهL ﮯAﮯ اD @?>=۔A ?ﮉمD ہR=>k :=ورA زJ بJQt
ہG JﮩG ﮯp benches ﭧQpرM reflects FATA reforms policy which was presented yesterday.

JG ﮍے دلX ﮯp ﭧQpرM ہG  ﮨﮯcb M ﮨckMh rﮍX ﮯD =ے اورG ﮨ=ﮦJÑD JG ﮯ دلSG Z_RزMLا
cSﮩL r=?D ?ﮟ۔G ?L same ﮯp ںMﮩp ?ﮟ وﮦ اcG ?L ﮯp ?ﮟD recommendations Mt  اورJ?G ﮨ=ﮦJÑD
cG introduce ?ﮟK[اo ںJﮯ اور وﮨbJt J?G xG MG powers cG political agent ہG c recommendation
۔cbM ﮨckMh rﮍX ﮯD =L تJX اور اسJ?G agree =L تJX  اسcX ﮯp ﭧQpرM ?ﮟ۔bJt
ﮯbJt JR=اG introduce MG local government system ہG c ہR recommendationr=A دوr=?D
local government system should be in accordance with ہG J =وںG add تJX ہR ?ﮟD ?ﮟ اسD Z>?[
xﮯ ﮨG =G incorporate MG socio culture norms ﮯG  اور انthe socio culture norms of that area
۔J M ﮨoDOرJG ہR c= ﮨL ?ﮟbJQX regulation
ﮯQL?ﮟ اp ﮨ?ﮟ اparliamentarians Mt ﮯG JﭨJ± ہG  ﮨﮯJ? J>[ =L رM »ºر واopﮯ اG ]=ار داد
ہG c recommendation ہR رopﮯ اG  ]=ار دادr=?D ﮨ?ﮯ۔Jd JQR د¹]MD JG rزJA نMpJ] ﮯ [?ﮯG ںM]
ﮯ۔bJt rزت دJtﮯ [?ﮯ اG ﮯp=G rزJA نMpJ] ﮯ [?ﮯG JﭨJ± MG cS¤A اcDM]  اورMG =ز¤D JﭨJ±
=G ﮩ?ﮟp suddenly remove پO MGFCR ہG ںM ﮨJKﮨJd JQR دclarification R?ﮟ اD ﮯ وﮦG اس
gradually FCR ﮨ??ﮟ اورJd cpO gradually administrative changes ہG I agree with Hasham ﮯ۔K>A
JQR دstatus cbJXMf MG JﭨJ±  ﮨ?ﮟin the long run ﮨ?ﮯ اورJd Jp=G administrative work include ?ﮟD
?L _>تD ﮯA  اسM ﮟ ﮯR= دG status launch cbJXMf =Lﮯ اوG  انsuddenly xہ ا= ﮨGJﮨ?ﮯJd
گ اسM[ ﮯG ںJہ وﮨG = رﮨﮯG ﮩ?ﮟp تJX ہR xﮩ?ﮟ۔ ﮨp cں ﮨﮯ ﮨJ وﮨadministrative structure ہG c ?ﮟbO
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xﭩUA Z>?[ ں ﮯM ﮨcX ³ﮯ اﮨG ?d ں ﮯ اور وﮦ اسM ﮨwilling =ورº ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨ?ﮟ۔p willing =L تJX
?d R اsuddenly =ہ اGJ ?ﮟbJt ?ﮯG gradually develop ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اورM ﮨgradually develop
FATA JﭨJ± >ہpM?G c ﮯbJt M ﮨfail  وﮦMJ Mﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp ground work =L ﮟ اور ا= اسR=وا دG introduce
I endorse it and my party will also M  ﮨﮯXJ¸D ﮯG cAہ اR c cG ?L ﮯp ?ﮟD reforms policy
endorse this resolution. Thank you.

۔YzJf Jﭩd Á اoA=م اKD ct :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
 ﮨﮯr دstatement cSﮩL ہR completely ﮯp x@?>= ! ﮨA ?ﮉمD @?>=۔A ?ﮉمD ہR=>k :Á اoAب اJQt
 رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ وﮦO =G  [ﮯexecutive order ﮯG =G change MG FCR x۔ ﮨJ ﮯSd gradually process ہRاور
administrative ،ﮯbJt ZX administrative order Rﮯ اده= اSﮩL ہG ﮯ [?ﮯ ﮨﮯG purpose =ف اسf
x =ح ﮨt ﮩ?ﮟp ہ اس =حR >ہpM?G ﮯbJt JR دprovincial status ﮯA اand later onﮯbJt ZX structure
cbMG at the moment =L ںJ ﮨﮯ وﮨtotally different ?G JG JﭨJ± ،=ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG تJX cG ﮯXMf c>?b=اA
hold Mt oX ﮯG  ﮨﮯ اور انpolitical agent =L ںJﮯ۔ وﮨA =ےA ﮩ?ﮟp c ﮨﮯ ﮨbureaucratic structure
cX JKX MG specifically House ?ﮟD M ﮟRزت دJtپ اO = ا،> ﮨ?ﮟSD رےJA ﮯG رےJA ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦKGر
 ﮨﮯJKR دJU?L political agent MG r=ادرX SD ہG  ﮨﮯJKSd  اس =حcorrupt system =L ںJہ وﮨG ںM ﮨJKRد
=ف وﮦf ?ﮟD  رﮨﮯ³D ﮩ?ﮟp through ﮯG process t  رﮨﮯ۔ وﮦ³D ﮩ?ﮟp قMz ﮯG  انMG امM اور
۔۔M ﮟRزت دJtپ اO =۔ اJ Jﮦ رﮨJd JpJKX
Madam Speaker: Go ahead but refrain taking names.

· اس =حG ںJں۔ وﮨM[ ہp مJp JG cUG ہG J =وںG kMG rرML ?ﮟD  ﭨ? ﮨﮯ:Á اoAب اJQt
ﭩ=ولQG MG S¤L cG => ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦ ادهSD ﮯG = ادهMt =Lﮯ اوG behalf ﮯG political agent ہG  ﮨﮯJMﮨ
رےJپ ﮨO ہG monthly or annually ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKRﮯ دU?L =L رM ﮦoJ]JX  وﮦpolitical agents =ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اورG
J>A =G ﮩ?ﮟp ﮯA  اس =حc]= ZR رJﭨJ± ہG ہ ﮨﮯt وcﮩR =فf ﮟ۔R=G ﭩ=ولQG MG ?وںd =L behalf
pressure = ادهMt through various means  وﮦM  ﮨﮯJJt ³D JU?L Yt MG political agent >ہpM?G
>?ﮟ۔A G رstrong hold JQLہ وﮦ اده= اGJ  ﮨﮯJJt J?G deliver JU?L ﮯO further MG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ انM ﮨgroups
امM ہGJ ﮯbJt J?G replace oSt  ازoSt ﮯAہ اG ﮦ رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟJd Jp=G replace MG xﭩUA ﮯG ==ف ادهf xﮨ
@?>=۔A ?ﮉمD ہR=>k ?ﮟ۔SD قMz ﮯG  انMG
ﮟ ﮯ۔R=G conclude ﮯA= اLbehalf ﮯG xÑ= اR وزYzJf ﮍGJG c[=م وKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
?ﮟJX ﮯp ZR= Á ا¹?¸D ہ اورS?¤p SKD ﮯG @?>=۔ اس ]=ار دادA ?ﮉمD ہR=>k :ﮍGJG c[ب وJQt
 اورc absolutely right  وﮦc r دpolicy statement Mt ³G ﮯp =ورA زJ ﮯA ?ﮉbJA ?ﮟ اور اسG
MG YzJf زJ =L تJX ?ﮟ اسD  ?ﮟ۔cX دMtMD ?ﮟD ﮦ رﮨﮯ ﮯ وﮦ اسJd Jp=G redress xﮟ ﮨR?d Mt
۔J J? JR دG رy ﮯG نMpJ]  او[ﮉr=·Q?A R اMG JﭨJ± ہG ﮩہ رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG xں۔ ﮨM ﮨJKﮨJd Jp=G appreciate
MG JﭨJ± ہG J J?G ںM?G JURﮯ اp x۔ ﮨc J?G reason cG ہ اسG ﮯKdMA ﮩ?ﮟp ںM?G =L تJX ﮯ اسp x= ﮨhO
۔JG رy ﮯG one century old law
ﮯKﮨJd Jp=G replace ¶ ازSt MG Z?pاM] ﮯG JﭨJ± xہ ﮨG JﮩG ﮩ?ﮟp c¤G ﮯp xہ ﮨG ہ ﮨﮯR تJX r=Aدو
ﮯG =G JQX 10 years plan, five years plan ہG J JﮩG ?ﮟD ظJ¿[ف اJf c ﮨyﮩX ﮯp ZR= Á ا¹?¸D ﮨ?ﮟ۔
JRر دJ?Kh اMG MNAs ﮯG JﭨJ± ہG ںM ﮨJKﮨJd Jp=G تJX ہR ?ﮟD r=Aﮯ۔ دوbJt J?G implement =L ںJوﮨ
Z>?[ ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮩG cﮩR cX x۔ ﮨJ JﮩG ہR cX ﮯp =ورA زJ ³G ۔JG legislation ?ﮟD رےJX ﮯG JﭨJ± ﮯbJt
MG تJX  اسxہ ﮨG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮩG cX ہR x ﮨFATA reforms are good but insufficient ہG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮩG cX ہR xﮨ
 ﮨ?ﮟ۔cX ﮯKpJD x=ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اور ﮨG appreciate
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ﮯp=G ³z MG issue ہ ﮨ?ﮟ اسG J JﮩG ﮯp Á ا¹?¸D ﮯU?t ہG ںM ﮨJﮩہ رﮨG تJX ہR ?ﮟD !?ﮉمD
ﮩ?ﮟp cX cﭩAرM?pMR Rں اJﮨ?ﮯ۔ وﮨJd Jp=G promote MG Z_?GMRﮨ?ﮯ۔ ﮨ?ﮟ اJd cp=G cX طJ?Kz?ﮟ اD
ﮨ?ﮯ۔Jd cpM ﮨcﭩAرM?pMR cX ںJہ وﮨG ﮨ?ﮯJd cpM ﮨfirst priority ہR rرJ ﮨ،ﮨﮯ
ںJہ وﮨG ںM ﮨJKﮨJd Jp=G explain ﮯA?ﮟ اD  اورc cG تJX ?¤p ﮯp ?ﮉمD ﮯU?t ہ ﮨﮯR تJX cSا
ںM ﮨJKﮨJd Jp=G clear cX ہR ?ﮟD  ﮨ?ﮟ۔2% militants =فf ﮯA ?ﮟD  ﮨﮯ انpopulation 5 million cG
 ﮨ?ﮟ۔include YA  =ب،tJ ،Z?·?d ،X?ﮟ ازD  ان،ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨ?ﮟp گM[ ﮯG JﭨJ± militants ہ وﮦG
don’t take FATA to be part of settled areas. Thank you ہG ہ ﮨﮯR last point ?=اD !?ﮉمD
Madam.
Madam Speaker: I put the resolution before the House moved by Miss Nabeela Jaffar,
Mr. Asadullah Chatta, Mr. Rafiahullah Kakar, Mr. Matiullah Tareen and Mr. Hazarat Wali
Kakar.
(The Resolution was carried)
Madam Speaker: Hence the resolution is carried. Now we are going to move on Item
No.8 on agenda. Mohterim Bilal Ahmed sahib and Mohterma Shameen Kamar would like to
move a resolution. Yes, Bilal sahib.
Mr. Bilal Ahmed: Thank you Mam. I and Miss Shameen would like to move the
following resolution.
“This House is of the opinion that Foreign Policy of Pakistan should be more flexible for
Asian countries. This should also portray pro-Asian approach. This will have Pakistan strong
regional attraction, more trade opportunities better relationship with the neighbours and the
strong alliance with them for a safe and enhanced economy.
Mam. Before I start to comment on the resolution I just want to give a complete overview
of the foreign policy of Pakistan, the different stages of foreign policy of Pakistan, through
which it goes to since the independence of Pakistan 1947. So, it has some phases from 1947 to
1953, the foreign policy approach of Pakistan is a friendship with all, it includes the Jinnah
declaration, the basic theme of which is the friendship with all, joining the UN which is on
September 30, 1947 and joining the commonwealth nations. The second phase is 1954 to 1970,
in this phase Pakistan has approach of alignment with the west. In that perspective Pakistan does
various pacts like CETO and CENTO and according to these pacts 1965 and 1971 war west
should support us

J?G ﮩ?ﮟp رٹM@A ?ﮟD ÆQt  اسMG نJKUGJL ﮯp ںMﮩpا اMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp JUR اZ>?[
and they violate the pact. For moving on in 1962 to 1971 Pakistan had a transition in its foreign
policy. This transition includes the attraction towards the South Asian countries rather than the
west. After that from 1972 to 1979 Pakistan laid a non-alliance approach which include the
withdrawal from the commonwealth and CETO. Secondly recognition of the North Korea,
Vietnam and East economy and relationship with the Muslim world is progressed. After that
from 1980 to 1990 we have partnership with Afghanistan like in the perspective of US
relationship and in that we have the soviet invasion in 1979 and Geneva accord in 1988. Moving
on from 1990 to 2001 post cold war in Pakistan, US sanctions in the economic and defence
sector were carried on. From 2001 to onward till now Pakistan had a countered terrorism
approach. So, this is the whole history of Pakistan, Foreign policy since 1947
inclined to = دﮦJR زforeign policy cG نJKUGJL ہG  ﮨﮯJKSd JKL ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟA perspective رےJA اس
there are various pros and cons on the ﮯA ہt وcG =وچLﭩ=ن اUR اور اس وwestern approach
rرJ· ﮨG دﮦ اورJRﮯ زA ہt وcG western approach دﮦ ﮨ?ﮟJR زeconomy and trade as well but
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So, my ﮍا۔L Jp=G face نJgp = دﮦJRﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ زA ہt وcG  اسZ>?[ Jp=G JUR ?ﮟ اcX بJRرM¤D
MG pro-Asian approach Z>?[ ﮨ?ﮯJd Jpd JA MG =وچLﭩ=ن اURہ ﮨ?ﮟ اس وG resolution clearly says
I ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟK>A ﮩہG ﮯU?G ﮯUR اx ﮨjust like ںM?G Z>?[ ﮨ?ﮯJd Jpd JA  =حcA= اL moderate level
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) ﮯU?t just want to mention that
in 1985, so further Regional Cooperation for South Asia like SEO cT cbJQX organization Rا
ﮯG ﮨ?ﮯ اور اس =حJd cQR دpro-Asian approach ہ ﮨ?ﮟG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮩG x۔ اس [?ﮯ ﮨcT cbJQX
?ﮟ اورbO facilities دﮦJR زcG trade ?ﮟD South Asia ﮯG نJKUGJL ہGJ ﮨ??ﮟJd cpJQX organizations
ﮯG  ﮨ?ﮟ انneighbouring countries Mt cG نJKUGJL >ﮯ اورA =G excel دﮦJR?ﮟ زD ?d ن اسJKUGJL
ﮯG  ﮨﮯ اور انeconomic strong ،M ﮨtrade strong rرJ?ﮟ۔ ﮨQX social interactions ﮯdرے اJ ﮨJA
South MG foreign policy rرJ>?ﮟ۔ اس [?ﮯ ﮨA M ﮨstrong  وﮦbilateral relations رےJ ﮨMt JA
ﮨ?ﮯ۔Jd JpJt  =فcG Asian approach
Now I let this resolution in the House to debate on that. Thank you.
Madam Speaker: Mr. Umar Awais and Mrs. Najma Saqib Memon would like to put an
amendment. Do you want to speak Mr. Matehullah sahib.
Mr. Matehullah Tareen: I really appreciate the resolution brought forward by Mr. Bilal
Ahmed and Miss Shaheen Qamar. It is rational approach, a practical approach towards foreign
policy. Being a member of Blue Party we really believe good relations with all the western
countries.
never تJS ﮯd ا،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮨJd JQGت رJS ﮯd اx ﮨ، ﮨ?ﮟcDJz ﮯG تJS ﮯd اJA ﮯG  انxﮨ
ﮯG ﮩ?ﮟp اcX economic trade  رﮨ?ﮟ اورdependent c= ﮨL  انcX economically =فf ہG means
status quo ³G جO Mt ﮯbMﮯ ﮨKG= رÑpoD MG Practically and rationally scenario ?ﮟ۔G رJA
Mt Asian country ہG  ﮨﮯJK¢[ ہR economically better option MG پO ?ﮟD  ﮨﮯ اسc رﮨ³d situation
ﮯA ظJ[ ﮯG economic trade =L ںJ اور وﮨyou can approach them easily  ﮨﮯcﮍL cX YR=] MG پO
ﮯ اورT[ ﮯG ﮯp=G goods export ﮯQL اMG پO cX variety of markets ، ﮨﮯcKSD cX diversity MG پO
پO ہG ہ ﮨﮯR RM r=?D  ﮨ?ﮟ۔cK>A ³D ﮯA ہQbJd, ﮟR?d rرJA yﮩX MG پO ﮯ [?ﮯG import
>ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اورd  دےalready x ﮨMFN statusﮟR=G تJX دﮦJR زcG tradeJA ﮯG JRﮉp اspecifically
We should establish trade ﮨ?ﮯ۔Jd cQR دy?دﮦ اﮨJR زMG JRﮉp?ﮟ ﮨ?ﮟ اD neighbouring countries
relations with India and it is possible only this way that we will be able to minimize and ages old
trade ﮨ?ﮯ اورJd Jp=G move forward oX ﮯG  ﮨ?ﮟ ابrivalaries with our neighbouring countries
will be one of the ways to move forward. Thank you so much.

۔YzJf R=م ادرKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
Rﮯ اp ںMﮩp ﮨ?ﮟ۔ اreservations SKD ﮯG  اس ]=اردادcG xU] serious ﮯD :Rب ادرJQt
ﮯD =ہ اG safe and enhanced economy and a share approach. So, I would say  ﮨﮯcG term use
J?Gcurrent share ?ﮟD ﮨﮯ اسrational rate JG نJKUGJL y]ہ اس وG >?ﮟA =G brief ﮯG =G cpJX=ﮩD ہR
نJKUGJL ?ﮟD ZR رZ?_R اس اy]?ﮟ اس وD  ﮨ?ﮟ اسtotal import and exports Mt cG نJKUGJL ،ﮨﮯ
SAARC cX>?ﮟ اA M ﮨstatics present  وﮦkindly = ﮨﮯ۔ اJ= رﮨG share JQKG ?ﮟD import and export
رمM± JG ÐرJA x ﮨﮯ۔ ا= ﮨfailure R?ﮟ اD region ہ اسG Mt  ﮨﮯexample cURس اJL rرJﮨ
actively and x?ﮟ ﮨD next possible future ہG how do they see M >ﮯA =G ﮩ?ﮟp efficiently use
ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔K>A ³d =G  [ﮯcorrectly
MG trade دﮦJR زJA ﮯG JRﮉp اfellow member رےJ ﮨcXہ اG c ?d Rﮯ وﮦ اG اس
JG equal importance ?ﮟD لJ?h ?=ےD ﮯbJX cG importance دﮦJR زM cG تJX cG ﮯQR دimportance
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=L رM ﮯG لJ¡D ۔c M= ﮨL trade give and take ہR >ہpM?G = ﮨﮯKﮩX دﮦJR زM ﮯbJt J?G word use
MG پO JRﮉpﮨﮯ۔ اJJt JﮩG infant industry R  اcX اMG ﮨﮯ اسautomobile industry Mt cG نJKUGJL
importance دﮦJR زMG JRﮉpپ اO =ر ﮨﮯ۔ اJ? MG ﮯQR?ﮟ دD ﮯL روG{ Z? =L رڈرJX ہ¢ واﮨ800CC car
JA ﮯG JRﮉp ا= ا³G ہG ?ﮟdMA ہR پO ۔Mﮯ ﮨKR دimportance دﮦJR زMG free trade or trade =G دے
unemployment JG پO ،c ﮯbJt ںJﮩG automobile industry cQL اcG پO M Mﮯ ﮨJt ?ﮟD agreement
ﮨ?ﮯ۔Jd JpMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp =Ñp =فf ﮯA practices YA  انMG پO ۔c ﮯbJt =L ںJﮩG rate
straight = اkindly  ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦfacts ﮯG ﮉR= ﭨMt ہG  ﮨﮯrequest ہR ﮯA presenters r=?D ?ﮟD =hO
دﮦJRرے [?ﮯ زJ ﮨﮯ ؟ وﮦ ﮨshare JQKG JG نJKUGJL ?ﮟD imports and exports ?ﮟD ZR اس ر،?ﮟbJt Mﮨ
ہ۔R=>k ۔J M ﮨhelpful
ہ۔¤zJf=] Z?D=k ہD=KD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
Mrs. Shermeen Qamar: I would request Bilal Ahmed to please answer the queries.
Madam Speaker: Bilal Ahmed sahib.
include ہR ?ﮟD ?ﮟ اسD  وﮦ ﭨ? ﮨﮯ۔J?G question raise Mt ﮯp نJÔ?± !x?D :ozل اX بJQt
Mt cG US  ﮨﮯ۔r=ﭩAﮉp ا³bJﭩU>? ﮨﮯ وﮦ ﭨmajor industryﮯA YA Mt cG نJKUGJL ہG J ںMﮨJd Jp=G
 ﮨﮯ۔J= رﮨG oR=h ﮯA نJKUGJL 4% cG  ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦ اسneeds Mt cG ZﭨJG cG  ﮨ?ﮟ اور انtotal garments
ﮯQL اJR >?ﮟR دMG  اسM towards Russia ﮟR=G shift MG r=ﭩAﮉp اس اxہ ا= ﮨG ہ ﮨﮯR point ?=اD
J ﮯSD short cX route ﮨ?ﮟM ﮟR=G trade ﮯA JRﮉp اJR ﮟR=G trade ﮯA China x ﮨM MG neighbour
So in that ۔J M ﮨxG cX factor JG cost rرJں ﮯ اور ﮨMﮯ ﮨd اcX تJS رےJﮯ ﮨA اور ان
 اورfor the oil reserves =ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG approach MG middle east countries xہ ا= ﮨG perspective I want
اورJ ﮍےL Jd اMG پO cX =L ?ﮉbJA M ﮟR=G analysis JG cost factor ﮟ اورR=G ﮦoﮨJD x ﮨJA ﮯG ان
JQﮩG cﮩR =فf ?ﮟD ?ﮟ ﮯ۔QX strong impressions رے [?ﮯJ ﮨdefinitely اورJ M ﮨxG cX routeJG پO

۔J
۔YzJf =فk اoRوJt =مKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
?ﮟD J?_Rہ اG J ںMﮨJd JQdML ﮟR?d Z? =ف دوf =L ?ﮟ اسD ?ﮉم۔D ہR=>k :=فk اoRوJt بJQt
JA ﮯG =انRرے اJ=ان اور ﮨRن اور اJKUpJ± ا،JRﮉp ا،[ ﮨ?ﮟJD Z?  ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦneighbours رےJ ﮨMt
JA ﮯG =انRﮩ?ﮟ رﮨﮯ۔ اp تJS ﮯd اc¤G JA ﮯG ںMp دوc]JX Z>?[  ﮨ?ﮟrelatively better relations
 =حG x ﮨﮯ۔ ﮨJKGﮯ روA ﮯp=G JUR>ہ ﮨ?_ہ ﮨ?ﮟ اR=D اM ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮨJd Jp=G trade cbMG x ﮨcX Yt
 ﮨﮯcG ?L ہ ]=اردادR ﮯp ںMM[ Zt الMA ?=اD ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔K>A =G improve MG pro-Asia strategy cQLا
ہ۔R=>kﮯ ﮨﮯ۔A ان
ہ۔¤zJf =] Z?D=k ہD=KD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
تJS رے ﮨ?_ہJہ ﮨG  ﮨﮯJRJہ اﭨK>p R اMt ﮯp YzJf =فk اoRوJt :=] Z?D=k ہD=KD
 ﮨﮯ۔cX JG policies cQL اrرJ ﮨfault ?ﮟD ﮩ?ﮟ رﮨﮯ۔ اسp ﮯd اJA ﮯG نJKUpJÊ± اور اJRﮉp ا،=انRا
yﮩX R?ﮟ اD  اسM ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨ?ﮟp ﮯd اterms رےJ ﮨJA ﮯG  انJR ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp yAرا دوJج ﮨO =ن اJKUpJÊ±ا
yﮩX R اcX JG  ?ﮟ اسcbM ﮨCETO, CENTO treaties rرJ ﮨMt JA ﮯG US ہG ہ ﮨﮯR factor ﮍاX
cX ?ﮟD  اسM ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨ?ﮟp ﮯd اrelations رےJ ﮨJA ﮯG JRﮉp ﮨﮯ۔ ا= اJM ﮨinclude ?ﮟD  اسfactor ﮍاX
پO =L Zt ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟbO ﮯUR اfactors ﮯA yﮩX  ﮨﮯcbM ﮨco?S cG پO ﮯA Yt ﮯA 1947 ہG  ﮨﮯJURا
JG resolution ج اسO M  ﮨ?ﮟrﮍG =L significant point Rﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اKﮩG ﮯU?t ﮟ ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦR?d Mt cG
=G Mﭩﮯ ﮨG= اL ہ¢t R[ اJD Z?LرMR rرJA ۔Z?pMR Z?LرMR cG پO ﮯU?t ہG J ہR ogD basic
organizations cG  ﮨﮯ ﭨ? ﮨﮯ۔ اس =حNEFTO JG پO ،=ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG مJG  =حcG Z?pMR Z?LرMR Rا
cd اyﮩX ﮟR?d ہR ?ﮟ اورG?ﮟ رD consideration MG ?وںd  ﮨﮯ انFEFTA  ﮨﮯNEFTA ﮯU?t ﮨ?ﮟ
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strategiesJA ﮯG US M rرJ ﮨﮯ۔ ﮨJp=G change MG strategies cQL ﮨ?ﮟ۔ ﮨ?ﮟ اc= رﮨG مJG ﮯA =ح
towards our  ﮨﮯJp=G divert  ابMG  ﮨ?ﮟ ﮨ?ﮟ انstrategies دﮦJR زMt JA ﮯG [JD c]JX JR ﮨ?ﮟ
ج اسO  ﮨﮯ۔cX JRﮉp ﮨﮯ اور اcX نJKUpJÊ±?ﮟ اD Zt ، ﮨﮯcX =انR?ﮟ اD Zt neighbouring countries
رےJﮯ ﮨA ہt وcG t  ﮨﮯcT  رﮦcﮨJMG  اورcG ﮯSﮩL Mt ہG J cﮩR ogD JG ﮯp{ JG resolution
Mt ?ﮟD foreign policies rرJ>ﮯ ﮨA Mﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp =KﮩX تJS رےJ ﮨJA ﮯG JRﮉpن اور اJKUpJÊ± ا،=انRا
ﮯA ﮦoQbO x ﮨMG pro-Assian approach R= اG { r=KﮩX ?ﮟD ﮯ اور اسbJt J?G  دورMG  ﮨ?ﮟ انflaws

?ﮟ۔bJQLا
۔YzJf =ورA زJ=م اKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
dynamic pro-Assian Rر اopﮯ اG ! ]=اردادx?D @?>=۔A ?ﮉمD ہR=>k :=ورA زJب اJQt
 ﮨﮯ وﮦJ?G ?L MG ³X MG ﮯ اسp ںMﮩQt ﮯG =G cpJX=ﮩD MG term ہ اسG J ںMﮨJd ہR ?ﮟD Approach
 ﮨﮯcM ﮨtrust based R اforeign policy ہG J ںMﮨJd Jp=G تJX cQL?ﮟ اD ﮟ۔ ابR= دG explain MG اس
،ﮟR دspecial treatment MG cUG پO ہG JMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp pro-stance cbMG ?ﮟD  اسin face mutual trust based
cU?[JL cQL اcﮯ ﮨbMﮯ ﮨKG= رÑpoD MG  ﮨ?ﮟ انeconomic strategic ideological trust ﮯQLﮯ اp پO
پO ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔Jt ?ﮯG formulate =G A چMA foreign policy goals ﮯG پO  ﮨﮯ۔cM ﮨcp=G devise
³XJD oD ہG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp r=ورº ہR ﮯA ﮯp=G JUR>ہ اpM?G ﮯK>A ﮩ?ﮟ دےp status MG ?d cUG cﮯ ﮨURا
diplomatic ?ﮟD ۔ اسJ ﮯbJt Mر ﮨJ? ﮯ [?ﮯG trade  اورJ Mر ﮨJ? MG ﮯp=G تJX JA ﮯG پO
R ا، ﮨﮯattraction Rن اJ?Dﮯ درG ںM>SD ﮯ دوp پO through ﮯG Zt ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟM ﮨchannels
contracts =G M ﮨpublic diplomacy improve Yt  ﮨﮯ۔JM ﮨJp=G promote MG  ﮨﮯ اسcollaboration
=G Jt =L M c ﮯQX JÔ± دMnX دMh == اL اورJ M ﮨinteraction راJ ﮨYt ں ﮯM ﮨimprove
ہ وﮦG ﮨ?ﮯJd MG ﭧQpرM ﮯ [?ﮯG ?ﮟ ﮯ۔ اسbJL M ﮨsign  وﮦdefence pacts  اورeconomic relations
ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟK>A =G promote MG trade ﮯA central Asia ﮯU?G xہ ﮨG =ےG mechanism define ﮯ [?ﮯG اس
ﮯG ہQbJd >?ﮟR د،=ےG explain cX ہR cbMG ﮯ وﮦG  ﮨ?ﮟ۔ اس³bJz وﭨ?ﮟJG رJ?G رopﮯ اG اور اس
=ہ اG  ﮨﮯYS¸D J?G JG = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ اسG cX اtrade x ﮨJA ﮯG  اسM = ﮨ?ﮟKﮩX relations رےJ ﮨJA
Rہ اG J =وںG request ہR ﮯA ﭧQpرM ?ﮟD ۔c ﮯbJt ﮍهX trade M ﮟ ﮯR=G pro-Asian stance xﮨ
economic ﮟ اورR دy?]M± MG economic entrust ?ﮟD t JA ﮯG policy  اورmechanism رےML
how ہG ﮯbJt J?G explain ہR ?ﮟD t ﮯbJt cbJQX cU?[JL Rﮯ اbMﮯ ﮨKG= رÑpoD MG interest
ہ۔R=>k yﮩX Pakistan can improve their interest by inducting Asian countries.
۔YzJf نJÔ?± =مKD :=>?@A cﭩL?ﮉم ڈD
My two queries still remains unanswered. Number one is which ?ﮉم۔D ہR=>k :نJÔ?± بJQt
regional forum you suggest for the said purpose to improve regional interactions scared
regional trade improve ﮯp پO opportunities as SAARC has not been able to deliver and lastly

، ﮨ?ﮟJ?G at present Pakistan stakes ہG >?ﮟA =G briefly explain پO =۔ اc cG تJX cG ﮯp=G
kindly MG ?وںd  ﮨ?ﮟ ان دوpercent exports ﮯQKG ، ﮨ?ﮟimports rرJ ﮨpercent ﮯQKG regional trade
I would be very thankful. Thank you. M ﮯbJt J?G address

۔YzJf R=م = اوKD :=>?@A ?ﮉمD
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ہR ہG  ﮨﮯJ? J?G JQL اstand ہR ﮯA  =فcG Z_RزML اrرJ= ﮨL ںJﮩR !?ﮉمD :Rب = اوJQt
=L ںJﮩR ﮯSﮩL ںMp· دG =L رM ﮯG لJ¡D  ﮨﮯ۔J=G affect MG stand رےJ ﮨc±JG Mt  ﮨﮯpro-world
Asian Mt rرJ اب ﮨM ﮯbJt J>R دMG relative stand M  ﮨﮯcM ﮨrelative ?d =ہ ﮨG cT cG تJX

x?ﮟ ﮨD  اسM >?ﮟR دMG history x>ہ ا= ﮨpM?G  ﮨﮯc= رﮨG low stand maintain c±JG  ﮨﮯ وﮦapproach
۔J?G affect ﮯp t MG Asian interest رےJ ﮨMt ?ﮯG JA ﮯG western power ےoﮨJD ·G ﮯp
J رﮨM ﮨ³?± ÐرJA ﮯA ہt وcG t  ﮨﮯc ﮨrرJ ﮨcX ?ﮟD  اسM cٰT cG تJX cG failure cG ÐرJA
JA ﮯG Z_RرMLرJG cbJ¢Qk رےJ ﮨ، ﮨﮯc رﮨM ﮨEconomic Cooperation Organization fail JR ﮨﮯ
x ﮨ،= رﮨﮯG ﮩ?ﮟp change MG approach cQL اxہ ﮨG ﮯ ﮨﮯA ہt وcAہ اR  رﮨﮯ ۔ZX ﮩ?ﮟp تJS ﮯdا
MR= ﭨx ﮨJA ﮯG J?_Rﭩ=ل اQA ﮯU?G ہG cT cG تJX =L ںJﮩR = رﮨﮯ ۔G ﮩ?ﮟp change MG thinking cQLا
cG تJX cG reservoirs ﮯG  ﮨﮯ اور اس =حcJt cG تJX cG definitely oil ،ﮟ ﮯR=G build up MG
· دےG J?G MG J?_Rﭩ=ل اQA xہ ﮨG =ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG تJX cG ﮉQ?ﭩA cpJKUGJL =L ںJﮩR x ﮨﮯ ۔ ﭨ? ﮨﮯ۔ اب ﮨcJt
cXﮯ [?ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ اG t  ﮨﮯcorridor R اJG ﮉR= ﭨJA ﮯG J?_Rﭩ=ل اQA =L رM ﮯG لJ¡D ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔K>A
ﮯ [?ﮯG  ﮨﮯ اور انland locked country R>ہ وﮦ اpM?G  ﮨﮯimportant c±JG ﮨ?ﮯ وﮦJd Jp=G مJG ﮯA
ﮟR=G confidence build ﮯU?G xہ ﮨG ہ ﮨﮯR تJX rﮍX ﮯA YA  ﮨﮯ ۔ ابimportant yﮩX trade corridor
ﮯG =G change ﮩ?ﮟp ا،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟbMﮯ ﮨbJQL اexisting routes Mt =ے اورG trust =L x ﮨZ?_Rﭩ=ل اQA ہG ﮯ
confidence ﮯ وﮦA ہt وcG t  ﮨﮯdefinitely instability SD رےJ ﮨ، ?ﮟbJtO =L route رےJﮨ

 =فcG Telecom MG debate cQL?ﮟ اD being IT Minister ! =>?@A ?ﮉمD ۔c رﮨJt cbJQX ﮩ?ﮟp approach
internet JA ﮯG J?p دrرML  ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦZ?_Rﭩ=ل اQA رےJ ﮨMt ہG because of the fact J =وںG shift

 ﮨﮯc رﮨJt cG تJX cG fact and figure =L ںJﮩR  ﮨﮯ۔J= رﮨG cX نJKUGJL ﮯU?t = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG M trade
= رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ وﮦG internet trade cX JQKt xہ ﮨG ںM ﮨJJKX ?ﮟD ﮯbM=ﮯ ﮨG نJ?X MG fact and figure M
x ﮨﮯ ۔ ا= ﮨconnected JA ﮯG PTCL Sincom راJ ﮨ،= رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG through Singapore Sincom
JR ? ﮨ?ﮟQ@G Z?_Rﭩ=ل اQA cX cQKt M ﮨ??ﮟJd cpJQL اapproach cQL= اG  =فcG confidence building
=ےG x=اﮨ± Zb{ ØbJL R اJR corridore R اPTCL ﮩ?ﮟp ﮨﮯ اPTCL ﮯU?t ? ﮨ?ﮟQ@G cG لM?[ ³Q_?p
x>ہ ﮨpM?G ﮦ رﮨﮯJd Jp=G mean discuss  وﮦcX اbecause ﮯA mean cX cUG JR through optical fibre
data trafficking ﮯ وﮦSﮩL x ا= ﮨM = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG discuss MG ?d ?ﮟ اسD IT & Telecom Committee

r=A= دوL M ﮟR=G adopt JA ﮯG Z?_Rﭩ=ل اQA ﮯQLﮯ اA ﮨﮯ اinternet data trafficking ہG Mt
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DJQGﮉ اور اR=رے ﭨJ ﮨM ﮟR دcorridore R اMG J?_Rﭩ=ل اQA =فf x ﮨﮯ۔ ا= ﮨcK>A M ﮨcX trade
۔YzJf cS ²kJG =مKD ہ۔R=>k ۔J ﮯSD stand c±JG ﮩ?ﮟpں ﮯ اور اM ﮨflourish c±JG  وﮦpersective
 ﮨ?ﮟ اورcT cG ?ﮟJX rﮍX rﮍX c±JG ?ﮟD resolution @?>=۔ اسA ?ﮉمD ہR=>k :cS ²kJG بJQt
A ﮯD ﮩ?ﮟp JKL flexible, pro-Asian, pro-neighbours ،  ﮨ?ﮟshocking ﮍےX M Ì¿[ ﮍےX Z? دو
=ﮯG تJX cG cU?[JL رنJ± SD cUG پO Yt >?ﮟR= رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ ۔ دG ?ﮟJX J?G گM[ ہR ہG c رﮨO ﮩ?ﮟp
=ﮯG statement pass rﮍX cQپ اO =L ںJﮩR  ﮨﮯ۔cM ﮨJ?G cU?[JL رنJ± ہG ﮨ?ﮯJd JpM ﮨJKL MG پO ،ﮨ?ﮟ
revisiting foreign policy, reorienting Pakistan’s foreign policy and you being a part of ،ﮨ?ﮟ
government what should I expect from you. I may expect from you that you trying to revisit,
reorient Pakistan Foreign Policy in 2013, you must have a firm ground of what foreign policy

 ﮨﮯcbMس ﮨJL YG non-aligned movement ہG JKL ﮩ?ﮟp ہR MG پO had been of this country in the past.
=G ?ﮟJX ﮯU?G cTX ہR ﮍا ﮨﮯ ۔L impact J?G =L JRﮉpرا اJﮯ ﮨA ہt وcG نJKUpJÊ±ہ اG JKL ﮩ?ﮟp ہR MG پO ،
 ﮨﮯJ رﮨM ﮨJ?G ?ﮟD ÐرJA ہG JKL ﮩ?ﮟp ہR MG پO ، ﮨﮯJ رﮨM ﮨJ?G ?ﮟD EOC ہG JKL ﮩ?ﮟp ہR MG پO رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔
c رﮨcUpMG ، ﮨﮯc رﮨcounter terrorism foreign policy cG نJKUGJL oX ﮯG 2001 JKL ﮩ?ﮟp ہR MG پO ،
،= رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG define ?[JL رنJ± cG SD پO ، ﮟR=G ہp c¸S factual ا راoh factual cQہ اR ،ﮨﮯ
=?ﮟ اD  اسM foreign policy is one of the key dimension of any country, any countries’ progress
towards the regional neighbours one of the best policy in cU?[JL رنJ± رےJہ ﮨG JKL ﮩ?ﮟp ہR MG پO

ﮯG JRﮉpرے اJ ﮨpacts J?G J?G ہG J ؤںJKX MG ?ﮟ انD M ﮟ ﮯR=G تJX cG facts ہR = اthe post 2001
?ﮟD post 2011 and 2001 ہG ﮟ ﮯR=G تJX ہR =ﮯ۔ اbM?ﮟ ﮨD 2002, 2003 and 2004 ، ﮯbMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp JA
ﮯG =انRہ اG ںM ﮨJKﮨJd JpJKX MG ?ﮟ انD  ۔J instance J?G towards the regional neighbours JG نJKUGJL
relation ﮯQKG JA ﮯG JQbJd ہG ںM ﮨJKﮨJd Jp JKX MG ?ﮟ انD ﮯ ۔bMﮯ ﮨd اrelations ﮯQKG رےJ ﮨJA
you should have a firm M = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG مJG پO =L dimension r ﮍX ﮯQ ا، >?ﮟRﮯ۔ دbMﮯ ﮨdا

= رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ ۔G تJX پO cG ?d G ہG ground
ؤسJ ﮨYzJf =ﭩUQD رنJ± M = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG define MG foreign policy پO ہG ہ ﮨﮯR تJX r=Aدو
= رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ ۔G ¹bJº xbJرا ﭨJA ہR ا ﮨﮯ۔M ﮨJ¢[ ¶اقD cbMG ہR ہG ہ ﮨﮯR YS¸D ?=اD ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨ?ﮟ۔p دMtMD ?ﮟD
ﮯG JRﮉpہ اG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮩG xہ ﮨG ںM ﮨJﮩہ رﮨG ﮯA ﮯ دنSﮩL M ?ﮟD ﮟ۔R=G kMG cG ﮯQA MG issues پO
ﮯKﮩG x ﮨﮯ۔ ﮨagainst ﮯG  اسYzJf =Rﮯ وزG پO ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮩG ہR M ﮟR=G تJX cG تJS ﮯd اJA
ہG =ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG تJX پO M ﮟR=G deal =L diplomatic terms R اMG ?d =ہ ﮨG ﮩ?ﮟp Pro-USA ہG ﮨ?ﮟ
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،?ﮟbJt ہp ?ﮟD UN ہG ﮩہ رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG ہR پO = اM  ﮨﮯagainst ﮯG manifest M ﮯG  انcTX ارے
failure, ASIAN  ﮨﮯM ﮟ و ﮦRڑMd MMG ÐرJA ، ?ﮟbJt ہp ?ﮟD OIC ،?ﮟbJt ہp ?ﮟD Commonwealth

ﮩہ رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG MG important organizations پ ا= انO = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔G ?ﮟJX ہR cG Zt  ﮨﮯfailure  ﮨﮯM
ﮯA ?ﮟ انD M miserably failed ، ﮨ?ﮟalready failed Mt ?ﮟbJt  =فcG ﮯ انG =G neglect MG ہ انG
foreign policy Yt ہG ہ ﮨﮯR تJX r=U?  ﮨﮯ ۔JR= دG manifesto change J?G ﮯp ںMﮩpہ اG ںMdML J?G

J?G ﮯG  انnational interest  ابforeign policy is based on the national interest ،  ﮨﮯcMت ﮨJX cG
ہG ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟKﮩG پO = ا،cK>A ﮩ?ﮟ رﮦp constant  ﮨﮯYS¸D cU?[JL رنJ± cG پO y] وcUG ،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟMﮨ
you had your own interest in Afghanistan, it was c foreign policy cd اJA ﮯG >ہR=Dرے اJﮨ

ﮯG JRﮉpہ اG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮯG ہR پO = اnot just this, America push you and you went against Afghanistan.
JA ﮯG JRﮉpہ اG  ﮨﮯJ?G push MG پO ﮯp >ہR=Dہ اG it does not mean =اب ﮨ?ﮟh تJS ﮯG پO JA
ﮩ?ﮟG پO = اyou have your own issues with India, how would you resolve themﮟR=G =ابh تJS
cTX =انR ا،= رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG pro-Asian approach apply ،=اب ﮨ?ﮟh تJS ﮯG پO JA ﮯG =انRہ اG ﮯ
رنJ± >?ﮟR د،ﮟR=G تJX =G O JA رےJ= ﮨL ، ?ﮟG روMG killings ہ ﮨارﮦG  ﮨﮯJﮩہ رﮨG ﮯSﮩL MG پO
،JMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp ·G JUR اPro-Asian, pro-USA, pro-Afghanistan ﮯMﮩ?ﮟ ﮨp words use ﮯUR?ﮟ اD cU?[JL
پO ،?ﮟ ﮨﮯD دJ¿D ﮯG SD ﮯG پO Yt ، ﮨﮯJ?G ?ﮟD دJ¿D ﮯG SD ﮯG پO ہG  ﮨﮯcMہ ﮨR cU?[JL رنJ±
M x ﮨ، ﮨﮯJpJt  =فcG JRﮉpﮯ اp پO ?ﮟ ﮨﮯD دJ¿D ﮯG SD ﮯG پO Yt ، ﮨﮯcp=G pro-US adopt ﮯp
ASIAN ہG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮯG ہR پO = ا،ﮟR=G resolve MG issues ﮯQL اJA ﮯG SD =ہ ﮨG = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG تJX

ہR cﮩ?ﮟ رﮨp M cU?[JL رنJ± ہR ،ت ﮨﮯJX cG سMU±ہ اR =L M ،ﮟR=G strong MG ÐرJA ،ﮟR=G strong MG
=G kMG cG ﮯp=G strengthen MG organization cUR ا، = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG تJX cG regional level پO M
economic xہ ﮨG give it a name ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp foreign policy ہR  ﮨ?ﮟ ۔already failed Mt رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ

ہR ،ﮨ?ﮯJd Jp=G strengthen ،ﮨ?ﮯJd Jp=G important role play MG نJKUGJL ?ﮟD  ﮨ?ﮟ انMt organizations
?ﮟ اورbO JA ﮯG facts and figures M =ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG تJX cG ?d cUG =ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯ۔ اس [?ﮯ اp cU?[JL رنJ±
M = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG kMG cG ﮯp=G revisit MG  ﮨﮯ اور اسJ?G cU?[JL رنJ± ہG ?ﮟbO ﮯG =G rرJ? »?f
ہ۔R=>kﮟ۔R=G ہp ?ﮟJX irrational cG ﮯR=  اس،ﮟR=G تJX cG ﮯR= »?f Rا
He would like to conclude on behalf of the PM.۔YzJf سJ¤ =AJR =مKD :=>?@A ?ﮉمD

 =حt ﮯp  [?ﮉرZ_RزMLہ اG ںM ﮨJKﮩG JA ﮯG سMU± اyﮩX !=>?@A ?ﮉمD :سJ¤=AJR بJQt
which I belive we have sound ﮯ¢[ ﮯQR [?>·= دR= اL cU?[JL رنJ± ہ وﮦ ﮨ?ﮟG cG =R= cG
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understanding of ur foreign policy. We know how to devise the foreign policy and we know how

ﮩہ رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG ہR ?ﮟD revisiting foreign policy ہG ںM ﮨJJKX MG !?ﮉمD ?ﮟD  ابto revisit foreign policy.
revisiting foreign xہ ﮨG  ﮨ?ﮟreasons سJL رےJ?ﮉم! ﮨD = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔G لJKA اÌ¿[ ﮍاX JQ اR اxہ ﮨG

!?ﮉمD ںJﮩہ رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ ﮨG ںM?G policy
We have a firm ground that what these firm grounds are. We have a firm ground that global
powers are interested in Asian which is reflected in inaugural speech of Obma in Australia. We
have a firm ground that our immediate neighbour China is on the mark of acquiring the second
largest economic status in the global world. We have a firm ground that America is withdrawing
from Afghanistan and once it is withdrawing from Afghanistan, it become Asia’s headach, it no
more becomes head of Euro particularly America. Now we have firm ground that we are the 7th
largest country on earth and we are a responsible nuclear country.

Z_RزMLہ اR  ﮨﮯJ?G تJ] اوrرJ ﮨJR ﮩہ رﮨﮯG =L base G re-orienting foreign policy xہ ﮨG JQﮩG ہR
 رﮨﮯﮨ?ﮟ۔JQX pro-Asia policy xہ ﮨG = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG تJX ہR ?ﮉمD At the same time ۔JKRﮩ?ﮟ دp YR زMG [?ﮉر
cbMG x ﮨJR ل [ﮯ رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟMD cQk دJA ﮯG Euro xہ ﮨG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp YS¸D  = ﮨJG Pro-Asia policy
= رﮨﮯG تJX cG ground reality xہ ﮨG ،= رﮨﮯG تJX cG ?d  اسxل [?ﮟ۔ ﮨMD JA ﮯG >ہR=Dا
JQbJd ، ﮨﮯeconomic power R اJQbJd ہG ہ ﮨ?ﮟR Ground realities  ﮨ?ﮟ؟J?G Ground realities !?ﮉمDﮨ?ﮟ۔
 وےcbJہ ]=ا]=م ﮨG  ﮨﮯJJt JﮩG ﮯUt wonderful world R اx ﮨ، ﮨ?ﮟborder linkages rرJ ﮨJA ﮯG
connect  ﮨ?ﮟJA ﮯG JQbJd ?ﮟD ³>k cG  روڈR اcX اMt which was once seen impossible track

ﮯA ہt وcG ادرM  اس، ﮨﮯc رﮨM ﮨdependent =Lﮯ اوG پO larger power R اJQbJd  ﮨﮯ اورJ= رﮨG
JG =?_G we have a reason to say that we are having a pro-Asian foreign policy at the same time
ﮯQL اx ﮨ،?ﮟ ﮯbJQL اpro-Asian foreign policy R اx ا= ﮨ،  ﮨﮯglooming hit Rس اJL رےJ ﮨissue
 اورpro-India  اس [?ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟK>A ﮯ رﮦA ZD اx ﮨc ﮨY ﮍه?ﮟ ﮯX ﮯO ﮯ [?ﮯG bilateral ties
and we will just sell out ourselves, no, it = [?ﮟ ﮯG compromise xہ ﮨG ﮩ?ﮟ ﮨﮯp YS¸D JG pro-India
economically ﮨﮯ وﮦJd J Mﮯ ﮨA balanced approach ہR is not like that, it will be best on equality

ﮯ ﮨﮯA growing interest of global powers ہR at the same time  اورM ﮨmilitarily JR M ﮨpolitically Mﮨ
how come that American is ہG  رﮨﮯ ﮨﮯ³d M_R اJG نJLJt  اورJQbJd ، وانJ ³G جO =L ںJﮩt
failure ﮯG ÐرJA ،  ﮨﮯJp=G strong MG J?_Rہ اG interfering in the affairs of Asians. So, that means
SAARC is not ۔cG ﮩ?ﮟp highlight cG achievement cG SAARC ﮯp cUG Z>?[ = رﮨﮯ ﮨ?ﮟG تJX cG
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SCO is going to be another  ﮨﮯ۔c رﮨO ﮯQDJA SCO سJL رےJ ﮨcX?ﮉم! اD a complete failure.

، ﮨ?ﮟcountries رےJ?ﮟ ﮨD t organization that will poster economically, militarily, politically
 ﮨﮯJ رﮨJt ﮯO India as observer  ﮨﮯ اورJRﮉpﮨﮯ اور اRussia  ﮨﮯcountries like China سJL رےJﮨ
ogD راJ ﮨJG re-orienting foreign policy rرJﮯ ﮨ?ﮟ۔ ﮨK>A =G ³fJz benefit xﮯ ﮨA  اسplus اور
x ﮨ،?ﮟbJQX تJS ﮯdﮯ اQL اJA ﮯG =انR اxہ ﮨG  ﮨﮯcﮩR ogD راJ ﮨJG pro-Asia policy ، ﮨﮯcﮩR
confidence JA ﮯG JRﮉp ا،?ﮟbJQX طM¤ÔD oRD MG ?ﮟ اسbJQX تJS ﮯdﮯ اQL اJA ﮯG JQbJd

تJX Yt cG India Friendship xﮟ۔ ﮨR=G grow MG economy cQL اx ﮨ،ﮟR=G ارMKA اbuilding measures
، [ﮯ [?ﮟdecision =L  اسx ﮨ،ﮯbMﮯ ﮨKGﮯ رQDJA MG national interest ﮯQL اxﮯ [?ﮯ ﮨG =ے اسG
M ﮨcX=اh ?ﮟD neighbours = ا،ﮯK>A =G ﮩ?ﮟp change MG neighbours x ﮨ،J M ﮨJ?G ﮯA ہt وcG t
، ﮨﮯcKSD ?ﮟD نJKUpJÊ±ل ﮨ?ﮟ اJ¡D cG t c ﮯbJt O cX رopرے اJ=اب ﮨh R اdefinitely M
pro-Asia policy does not mean that we M  ﮨﮯc>d ZX ÆQt cG نJKUGJL جO terrorism cG نJKUpJÊ±ا
are going against International community and we are folling an posture of enemity with

ﮯpJﮍهX تJS JA ﮯG J?p دrرML  ﮨ?ﮟ،ﮯ ﮨ?ﮟpJﮍهX تJS JA ﮯG country = ﮨ?ﮟ ﮨAmerica, no
economic Mt rرJ ﮨ، ﮨ?ﮟimmediate neighbours Mt ﮯQL اxہ ﮨG ہ ﮨﮯR YS¸D JG pro-Asia Z>?[ ﮨ?ﮟ

oRD ﮯp x ﮨMG  ﮨ?ﮟ انopportunities Mt best in our national interest, political  ﮨ?ﮟopportunities
 ﮨﮯ۔JpJ¤p ﮯp x ﮨMG  ان، ﮨﮯJp=G strong
Madam Speaker: Thank you Mohterim Yasir Abbas sahib. Now I put the resolution
moved by Mr. Bilal Ahmed and Mr. Sharmeen Qamar to the House.
(The resolution was negatived)
Madam Speaker: Hence the Resolution is not carried. On account of the request issued by
the Prime Minister, I hereby announced the formation of a Special Committee on Balochistan
issues. I request the Blue and Gree party to putforward the names of three people from each party
who would present the report on the crisis faced by Balochistan on the last day of third session.

Leave of Absence
Madam Deputy Speaker:

Miss Sarwat Malik request a leave from 24th to 27th due to

Umrah, is leave granted?
(Leave was granted)
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Madam Speaker: Leave is granted. Miss saman Zahra requests a leave from 23rd to 27th
on account of academic commitment. Is leave granted?
(Leave was granted)
Madam Speaker: Leave is granted. Mr. Shaikh Hamad Amjid requests a leave from the
23rd to 27th on account professional commitment. Is leave granted?
(Leave was granted)
Madam Speaker: Leave is granted. Mr. Rafiullah Kakar requests a leave on the 27th on
account of professional commitment. Is leave granted?
(Leave was granted)
Madam Speaker: Leave is granted. Mr. Shafqat Ali requests a leave from 23rd to 27th on
account of the professional commitment. Is leave granted?
(Leave was granted)
Madam Speaker: Leave is granted. Miss Momna Naeem requests a leave from 23rd to
27th on account of Umrah. Is leave granted?
(Leave was granted)
Madam Speaker: Leave is granted. Miss Aisha Tahir requests a leave from 23rd to 27th
on account of academic commitments. Is leave granted?
(Leave was granted)
Madam Speaker: Leave is granted. Mr. Faiz Soomro requests the leave from 23rd to 27th
on account of academic commitment. Is leave granted?
(Leave was granted)
Madam Speaker: Leave is granted. Miss Syeda Batool Zehra Naqvi requests a leave from
23rd to 27th on account of academic commitment. Is leave granted?
(Leave was granted)
Madam Speaker: Now I read the prorogation order. In exercise of the powers conferred
upon Speaker, the Speaker hereby prorogues this session of Youth Parliament Pakistan
commenced on April 23, 2013 after the conclusion of its sitting held on Saturday April 27, 2013.
Sd/(Aseela Shamim Haq)
--------------[Then the House was adjourned sine die]
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